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Hear The
BOND TRIO
Erery Sunday On
WFUL
noo to 1:30 P.M.
Number Thirty-Seven

Earlier this week I had the
occasion to talk With Federal
officials in West Kentucky and
I think you will be interested
in knowing something of the respect our local police department commands among law enforcement officers.
It was the United States DisSpectacular Blaze
Watch Lost In
trict attorney who, when upon
Tuesday
Nite Causes
learning that I was from FulField 14'Months
ton asked: "How are the boys
Loss Of Over $50,000
Still Keeps Time
on the Fulton police force?"
A Democratic campaign organization, geared to getA writ of habeas corpus was of burgary tools and conspiracy
When told that they were fine
A fire of major proportions
The frost hasn't arrived yet,
and working hard the District ting out a record vote in November was revealed today Tuesday night in Clinton, Ken- issued Tuesday night to permit to commit a felony. They were but the harvest has started in
a
hearing
on
Thursday
afternoon
by
Attorney told in glowing terms
taken to Fulton County jail in a big way around the Ken-Tenn
William Young, State Democratic Campaign chair- tucky caused total ruin to the
the fine cooperation he had re- man in Louisville.
afternoon area. In this week's category of
Tuesday
feed .manufacturing department for Raymond George Alexander Hickman
and George Rawls, who were ar- when they were unable to post harvesting:
ceived from our local officers
Young said that W. T. (Bill) Browning, Mayor of Ful- of the Clinton Milling Company,
with a loss estrmated by Owner rested in Fulton last week for bonds of $12,500 each.
Rushton's Cafe, purchasing a
ton was named as County Campaign chairman. Pies Louis
Meanwhile Mrs. Ruth Johnson quantity of corn, discovered that
Sowell at "well over attempted break-1n of the City
He related the story to a rathFields, active in political circles in Hickman and Fulton $50,000.00"
Company.
Roy
Drug
Garrison
tcday
names
released
the
of
the
er large audience of the incithey had received a floral arThe fire leveled the two-story, of Paducah an attorney for the jurors who have been summoned rangement as well: a mature ear
dent when four notorious and County has been named co-chairman with Mr. Browning.
two
men,
filed
a
petition before to serve on the petit and grand in the center, with
80 x 100-foot building containdangerous bank robbers were
seven baby
Named to work among the. Hickman.
ing all of the hanintermill, pellet Judge Evis Stahr on Tuesday, juries for the September term
apprehended and arrested here farm people of the county is W.
Cited as being two of the most, and mixing equipment of the- And a writ was issued command- of Circuit Court which begins in ears growing all around it.
in Fulton. He went on to relate
W. J. Watson of Union City
H. Harrison, active in organiza- iniportant Senatorial races in Mill's feed department, together ing Jailer Jesse Sanders to bring Hickman on Monday, September
that he had prosecuted the bank
tional groups pertaining to the the Nation are the races between with about $25,000.00 worth of'the men to the hearing at one 17 and convenes in Fulton on displayed an egg measuring 81
/
4
robbers in Federal court and he
farm programs of this area. Mrs. Senator Earle C. Clements, feed that was In the building, o'clock on Thursday at Hick- the following Monday, Septem- inches in lengthwise circumsaid without reservation that
ference, followed by another
Mabry, was named as Whose Republican opponent is Sowell told a News reporter who man.
Don
ber 24. Mrs. Johnson reports a
they were some of the most hardCounty farm chairwoman.
Thruston Morton of Louisville was at the scene.
It is understood
.that the at- light criminal docket, but antici- from the flock of Ona Howard
ened criminals that he has ever
bearing a green and brown facIn order to bring victory to and former Governor Lawrence
The spectacular blaze, of un- torney will seek to have the
(Continued on Page Five)
come in co4taet with in his
simile of a turkey's head, comDemocratic Party in Novem- W. Wetherby, whose opponent determined origin, was appar- bonds of the two men reduced
services as' United States Dia- the
plete with beak and crest outber the local and state organiza- is Republican John Sherman ently not discovered until it had in order to permit their release
t, Ict Attorney.
line. Not to be outdone, 42w-tions are concentrating heavily Cooper of Somerset
gained considerable headway in- from the County .Jail until time
flocks of Truman Baker at Gibbs
Former Governor Wetherby side the building. By the time for their trial in Circuit Court to
on getting out the women's vote.
It pleased me no end to hear In this respect Mr. Young an- was in Fulton County on
promptly turned out an egg reMon- the alarm was turned in, about be held here this month.
the Federal official relate to the nounced that Mrs Felix Gos- day of this week when he
sembing a bowling pin . . . large
visited 1030, the flames were visible
Alexander and Rawls were argroVP how Carml Page and Has- sum, Jr., of Fulton was named with friends in Fulton and in
On the
bottom, pinched in the
for some distance. The Clinton rested early last Thursday mornsel Williams ran up on the rob- as chairwoman for Fulton and Hickman.
center, and large at the top!
ing after a chase which involved
Department
performed
Fire
some
bers in the alley behind the Ful- Mrs. Kathryn Kelly Lannom
Harvey
The Democrats are similarly excellent work in preventing the Fulton and South Fulton
Vaughan
of
the
ton Bank and after blocking the was named as chairwoman for seeking a big vote in the
Chestnut Glade community, who
police departments and the FulPresifrom
roaring
spreadflames
the
path of the robbers' car took
lost his watch in the field back
Judge Appoints
dential election
when
AdLai ing to the adjacent flour depart- ton County sheriff's office.
them from the automObile-arsein June 1955, had it returned to
Stevenson. Democrat seeks the ment, office, and elevators,
They have been charged with
Committee To Draw
r,a1 and marched them at gunhim this week after 14 months
office of president against Re- which were not damaged.
breaking and entering the City
point to the police station.
Up Resolutions
lying out in the weather .e • •
publican candidate Dwight D.
With a steady wind fanning Drug Store here, with .possession
An impressive memorial serv- and all it needed to get it startEisenhower.
(Continued on Page Five)
"Think of it," the district atice, honoring the late beloved ed was a good wjnd-up.. The
torney said, "that those policeBulldog Season Ticket Frank Carr will be conducted in timepiece was "harvested" by
men had the courage to take
Fulton on Monday. September Jack Pague where Vaughan had
Sale Starts Friday
those men to the station when
24 at ten o'clock when the Fall dropped it, and after 14 months
water
at any minute one of them could
soaking, freezing,
Friday morning at 900 o'clock term of Circuit Court convenes of
have pulled a gUil on the policethe sale of season tickets for in Fulton. Mr. Carr, a member scorching heat, the jeweler,
chairman
Champion.
of
M
0
met and that would have been
to
al of Fulton High home games of one of Fulton's prominent and Charlie Anderson
whom
ali there a as to it." The Fed- the Fulton County ASC Comwill go on sale. A committee has pioneer families died earlier this Vaughan took the watch reporteral official said that 4J1 the mittee has announced that the
been formed and will sell the year after more than a half cen- ed that except for a little needwhile he was prosecuting the Ag iculttcrail Agencies of the
business district at this time. tury of distinguished practice in oiling, it was still in good workingod
An rder
to.
men he kept thinking of the county, which include, Fulton
Price will be $2.50. This ticket the courts of law.
Cetera
v
Soil
Conservation DisFulton police officers and the
wind up with a little
At the last term of court held
entitles the holder to see the
courage they displayed in ar- trict, the County Agent and the
in May of this year Judge Elvis city harvesting, Herbert Goulder
four home games.
resting some of the toughest Fulton County ASC Committee,
Friday night a motor caravan Stahr appointed a committee of has decided that inasmuch as
criminals ever to be brought into will hold two educational meetleave Fulton for Sharon at attorneys to draw up resolutions the City of Fulton has utilized
will
By
Bing Hampton
ings this week on the 1057
court
6 15. It will forrn on College to be presented * this term. a part of his back lot for their
WFUL'S Sportscaster
Wheat Acreage Reserve part of
street heading north, go through Members of the committee are: natural gas sub-station, he will
September the 22nd marks the opening of college town and then head for Sha- Dee McNeil, Nancy D Mont- begin this month billing the City
It was another officer who the Soil Bank Program and the
Conservation
1958
Reserve
All football with most of the grid powers taking part in the ron Every one is urged to join gomery, M. C. Anderson, James for $.30-a-month rent, and so
asked me what disposition had
stated in a etter to the Council
been made ‘,f the two would-be farmers and business men are opening festivities. On the high school front, football is and help get the season off with Warren and Flavious Martin.
robbers who attempte,i to break urged to attend
already two weeks old and another weekeng pigskinl the right spirit.
Mr. Carr, whose brilliant ca- last Monday.
The first meeting being held menu coming up. Every
into the City Drug Company last
reer as an, attorney will be long
high school team in the area will
week When told that Raymond at Lceigeston Community Cen- be
remembered by his colleagues,
in action this week. Before looking over the schedule
AIRPORT
PLANS
Alexander and George Rawls ter, Thursday night, September
was prominent and popular in
and
getting
out
the
trusty
crystal
ball
here is a review ;
had becn hound oser t,, the Grand 13th, and the second meeting to
The Onion County Airport professional circles in this area.
Jury another official said that be held at the courthouse. Hick- and how we fared with our predicitions last week.
meeting last week- Even after he retired somewhat
Committee,
Out of twelve predictions last week we came out with
capture of the two men would man, Kentucky, Friday night,
end, adopted 12 recommendations from his busy and active pracpr, bable result in breaking up September 14th. with each meet- ten games right, one wrong, and one tie. We came
made to it by the Obion County tice his advice and counsel was
an ,,rga•ozed ring of narcotics ing to begin at 7.30 p.m.
through with flying colors on the upset specials such as Flying Club, in the interest of sought by persons who trusted
robberies The local arrests will
Mr. Champion sts;ed that Mayfield over Union City and Caldwell County
over better service and safety at the his judgment and integrity imundmibtedly create a link of , there was very little time to
plicitly.
Henderson
High.
The
one
loss
was
when
Providence, feld and its installations.
clues th.et perhaps may solve !sign the agreement on each of
Addition Provides
many break ins arotln dthis area the two programs. As of this Ky. downed Marion 19-7 and the tie was when Sharon
Better Service For
where drug stores were robbed. date the final date for signing tied Gleason 7-all. Well, with the formalities out of
Growing Loan Volume
a 1957 wheat acreage reserve the way and with crossed fingers here goes nothing and
When you stop to think of the agreement, is September 21st remember it's all in fun.
size of our polierrirce and the and the final date for signing a
Cloys Hobbs, Secretary-TreasIn Kentucky
VIDENCE. Everybody's choice.
area they have to cover it is 1956 Conservation Reserve
uirer and General Manager of
HENDERSON OVER BOWLMADISONVILLE OVER OWthe Jackson Purchase Producuncanny that they can appre- Agreement, is October 15th. He ING GREEN The Hens, last ENSBORO CATHOLIC. Not even
hend aw, violators right on the urged that every farmer whom year's WKC Champs, won't lose close. The Maroons are loaded.
tion Credit Association, anspot as they do.
anticipates that he will partici- two in a row.
nounced this week that Warren
STURGIS OVER MARION.
I often think back at the as- pate in either of these programs
Bard of the Beelerton CommunCALDWELL COUNTY OVER Just a scrimmage, integration or
tonishment those robbers must to attend one of these meetings FRANKLIN-SIMPSON. Cald_ no integration.
ity' has been employed as a full
have witneesed who tried to as it will be impossible for egall gave notice last Friday
time Field Representative of the
RUSSELLVILLE OVER HEN• break into the Fulton Bank. the county office personnel t night that they are going all out DERSON
Association for Hickman CounCOUNTY
Could
go
'They probably "cased' Fulton. review the entire program with to take the crown this year by either
ty.
way.
sized it up as a sleepy little them at the county office.
Bard has served the Jackson
owning—Henderson. This one
Upset Specials
town and went to work in their
He also urged each farmer t
Purchase Artificial Breeders Asn't bi easy by any means
leisurely time to make a real make a thorough study as to the nd should be one of the closer
MURRAY 28, MORGA Nsociation as technician for the
haul at the bank. One thing is farmers obligations and the bene- contests this week.
FIELD 19. In pre-season polls
pest three and one-half years.
for sure, those robbers scarcely fits that he would receive by
•
Morganfield was chosen as the
Mr. Bard it married to the formHOPKINSVILLE OVER PROexpected to be hauled into the entering into the Soil Bank Proteam to win the West Kentucky
er Hazel Dodge of Clinton and
Fulton police •station at gun's gram. For further information,
Conference Crown with veterans
they have two daughters, three
point when they had more see your local county ASC Ofreturning for 'every position.
and eight years old.
Burniette-Hixson
Sell
durned machine guns, shot-guns, fice.
Both teams pack lots of scoring
John P. Wilson .,who has
rifles and other ammunition to
Bull To Union Citians punch with power-laden backserved as Field Representative
blow the New York police force
fields. This one should be one
for Hickman County on a half
Cecil Burnette and Eisner of the
to Hades and back.
better games of the year,
Sam Edwards Dies In
time basis for the past ten years
Kentucky,
Hixson,
Fulton,
have
And too, don't forget they had
with Murray upsetting Morganwill continue to work with Bard
a "souped up" get-away ear ca- IC Hospital In Paducah just sold the registered Guernsey field for its second victory.
for a few months, Mr. Hobbs ,
Willow-Wilde's
bull,
Noble
miles
doing
some
pable of
100
said.
MAYFIELD 27,
MEMPHIS
Sam Edwards, a prominent Douglas, according to the Ameri- CBHS
an hour. But what happens . . .
Mr. Hobbs stated that the ad13. In the pre-season
Club.
Guernsey
Cattle
can
member
of
Fulton's
railroad
department
the local pplice
ditional field representative was
estimates the Cards were ranked
This bull was sold to Laverne 8th in WKC by the
blocks the path of the get-away family died Wednesday at the
hired so that farmers of Hickcoaches and
and the robbers had the alterna- Illinois Central Hospital in Pa- B. Cloys and E. B. White, Un- the Memphis team rated 3S the
man and Fulton Counties might
tive of wrecking their car and ducah at 1:30 p.m. In ill health ion City, Tenn. The darn is Wil- most likey team to succeed in
receive better service and that
blowing themselves to bits with for nearly a year, Mr. Edwards low-Wilde's Gloria Dottie, and Memphis in case Central gets
additional personnel was needthe sire, Henslee Farms D. No- booted out of the top
all that -arnmunittorr-hr-the car was nearly 70 years old.
ed to handle the increased volspot. MayFuneral services for the popu- ble.
or giving up. So, they just saw
ume of loans being made by the
field downed a highly regarded
• • • •
that the jig was up and calmly lar locomotive engineer were inAssociation. Wilson has been
complete at press time on Wed- GUARD UNIT FOR HICKMAN
surrendered.
serving both Hickman and FulHear Bing Hampton broadnesday hut the body is at the
Battery "C" of the 242nd Field cast the South Fulton
ton Counties, but will serve
-GreenArtillery Battalion of the Ken- field hall game Friday
I tell this story to you because Paul Hornbeak Funeral Home
Fulton County on a full time
night
The deceased is survived by tucky National Guard will be at 7:30 p.m. over WFUL-F111,
we feel a justifiable pride in the
basis after Bard has been trained
.9HAN EVERY SUNDAY
reputation of our police force. his wife, one daughter Mrs. Sam established in Hickman soon, ac- 104.9 on your FM dial.
in credit work. A statement by
cording
Henry
to
and
Eda son,
information submitted
•
They seem to be on the job all Harper
•
•
•
the Board of Directors of the Asto Hickman civic leaders last
. I know .
the time .
. I wards, both of Clinton.
sociation may be found in an(Continued on Page Five)
week by Brigadier-General Jess
certainly have to stay out of
other part of this weeks paper.
A large crowd is expected to pearance in Futon. The followLindsey, Corps Artillery Com- CARNIVAL TICKETS
G. J. FAGAN DIES
their way when I attempt to
ON SALE
attend the big community sing- ing groups will also be appearG. J. Fagan, a brother of Thad mander of the Kentucky Guard.
steal a little time on a parking
Fagan of Fulton, died suddenly The 155-Howitzer unit has a
Tickets tor the annual Cub ing that is to be held next Sun- ir.g on the program: The Gospel New Fabric Shop
meter.
of a reported heart attack at maximum strength of 132.
Scout Carnival will go on sale day afternoon September 16, be- Four Quartet: Gospel Light
Saturday. The event is sched- ginning at 1:30 p.m. in the Wo- Quartet; The Temple Trio and Open Here Friday
So the next time you see one his home in Jackson, Mississippi
CHERRY-MOSS CLOSES
uled for Wednesday evening, man's Club Building in Fulton. meny other singers.
of the boys on the force give Tuesday Funeral services were
The Fulton Fabric Shop, a
The Cherry-Moss Grain Com- September 26.
them a little pat on the back .. . held Wednesday in Jackson.
This Sunday afternoon GosSunday evening beginning at new retail business in Fulton,
pany of Union City has been disthey deserve it.
featuring
will
be
Time
7:30
p.m. the Browning Family opens Friday at its location on
pel Hymn
It's A Boy:
solved this week after 46 years
LITTLE LEAGUE MEETS
the popular Browning Family Gospel Singers will appear in Commercial Avenue next to the
Mrs.
Congratulations
and
of
operations
Mr.
handling
and
feed, grain
The Little League will meet Gospel
Olive a big community singing that is Fulton News office.
The new quick oatmeal
Singers from
the old fashioned longer cooking Bill Grogan of Clinton on the and field seed. Cecil Moss, own- at the, Fulton High School build- Branch, Illinois. This is an out- to be held in the Star of BethleThe Fabric 'Shop, managed by
kiln*, are both made of whole- birth of A seven pound, two er, stated that he would spend ing Thursday night to turn in standing singing group, so come hem Assembly of God, 12 miles Mrs. R. E. Hyland, will handle
grain cereals with the same nu- ounce son, born September 5, full time with other interests in uniforms and elect officers for one, come all, let us give them South West of Union City, Tenn. fabrics and bolt goods, includUnion City.
at the Fulton Hospital
the coming year.
tritive value.
a big welcome to their first ap- Rev. Clyde McCollough, Pastor. ing remnants and accessories.

FIRE DESTROYS Democrats Name FEED
Hearing Granted
PLANT AT
Campaign Leaders CLINTON MILLING For Robbers;Jury
For Fall Elections
List Is Announced

I TIME MARCHES ON
AS FALL HARVEST
BREEDS ODDITIES

CIRCUIT COURT TO
HONOR MEMORY
OF LATE F. CARR

•

SOIL BANK WILL
BE SUBJECT OF
TWO MEETINGS

Football Season In
Full Swing.....And
Hampton Predicts

WARREN BARD TO
BE FIELD MAN FOR
CREDIT GROUP

SUNDAY AFTERNOON GOSPEL HYMN SING
WILL FEATURE BROWNING FAMILY GROUP

13ROWNING FAMILY
GOSPEL S1NOERS KEYS. CAPE OIRARDEAU,MO.

OUYEBRANCA,ILLSPHS38SI

Highe Stakes Ever In Kentucky's Political
History.... Where's Chandler?
Politics, as\the old saying goes,
"makes strangeN besl-fellows."
Heated rivalry in Kentucky Democratic circles during the last year
has brought mixed-emotions to many
,participanta who are not steeped in
the traditions of party operations .
it has retained a clear, unmixed attitude in those who are
... and it
has brought"forth a continued attitude
of open hostility on the part of those
who apparently don't give a hang.
As far as we can see, at no time
has the security of the Democratic
Party been at stake in the recent differences between Chandler, Waterfield and Bates on one hand, and
Clements, Wetherliy and Combs on
the othet. The rivalry stemmed from
the differences in the two "factions"
in the Democratic Party. But Democrats won, and we don't believe that
Republicans stood to have a chance
at winning despite the inter-party rivalry. If they had stood to win because of heated differences, the welfare of the Party would have dictated that Democrats quiet •their differences in order to retain their superiority.
This fall, according to all advance
predictions, the Democratic candidates for U. S. Senator have a hard
fight on their hands, calling for the
united support of all Democrats because they are Democrats. Such a
hard-hitting campaign calls for the
support of The Governor of Kentucky
as well as the precinct worker, since
two able Republicans are running
against two able Democrats and the
strength of the Party is being quest-

ioned.
Fulton County, as well as most all
other Counties of the State, thus sees
a re-uniting of so-called factions under the Democratic Banner, to put
strength in the coming campaign. We
hope a little, ever so little, bit of this
Party loyalty will rub off on our good
Democratic --Governor, who has seen
fit to. be "Out of the State" on the
day that the Campaign opens in Shelbyville.
Here's the way an authoritative
journal put it this week:
"Third District (Louisville and Jefferson County Democrats predicting
privately (but without much zeal)
that Democratic majority here for
Senator Earle C. Clements and former
Gov. Lawrence W.-Wetherby will run
"between 3,000 and 4,000 and may
be as high as 5,000." They just look
away from President Eisenhower's big
majprity of 17,427 over Stevenson
here four years ago and ignore great
vote-getting ability of Thruston B.
Morton, ex-GOP Congressman running
for U. S. Senate seat held by Clements.
Morton's running mate, former Sen.
John Sherman Cooper (running against Wetherby for late Sen. Alben
W. Barkley's seat) no slouch at votegetting, either. Cooper beat late Sen.
Thomas R. Underwood (Dem.) here
in 1952 by shade under 25,000 votes.
Republicans predicting 30,000 to 40,
000 majority here for their party . . .
awfully high. If they do half that well
they'll be gleeful. Mighty interesting
political "derby" with highest stakes
ever-in Kentucky's political history."

Support The Boy Scouts: Theirs Is A
Worthwhile Youth Program For All
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TURNING BACK THE CLOCK —
September 25, 1931
The eighth grade of South
Fulton met Monday afternoon
and elected class officers for the
coming year The following officers were chosen: President,
Ralph Cantrell; Vice-President,
Shannon
Murphy; Secretary,
Almeda Brown; Treasurer. Helen Jones.

Editor
•
The News
Fulton...Kentucky
Dear Sir:
I want to thank you for °Mentioning the rabies clinics in your
paper.
We are listing the results of
these clinics below:
Crutchfield -- 0; Cayce — I:
State.Line
Fur Point —
2. East Hickman — 10; West
Hickman — 8; Clacks Store-5;
Ridge Store - 5; Butler's Store
—25; Total 57
There have been fourteen dog
%•accinations reported by private
veterinarians, bringing the total tor and in January, 1950, he became yardmaster at Effingham,
to seventy-one
There have been 1077 dogs Ill In September. 1950, he was
vaccinated in Falun County promoted to assistant trainmassince the new dog law came into tei at Gibson City, Ill, and later
effect. There have been 828 un- trainmaster at Vicksburg. Miss.,
wanted dogs collected and dis- Waterloo, lo., and Champaign,
Ill
posed of by the dog warden.
Yours very truly,
Harry A. Barry.
God gives you His spiritual
Sanitarian
ideas, and in -turn, they give you
Fulton County Health
daily supplies.—Mary Eddy.
Department
—

REENTS UPPED ON
IC KY DIVISION

South Fulton football teem
played Dyersburg Friday night
South Fulton held their opponents to a lone touch down which
was scored in the first three
minutes of the game. Although
they lost the game they made
a good showing. Furlong made
one long run for 40 yards it was
a run around left end.
South Fulton didn't have a
team last year so they only -ha
four experienced players. Mr.
Ned Jbnakin is coach and he is
really giving the boys some hard
training.
At the end of the first week
of Fulton School they had an
enrollment of 872, which is an

Mi,s Clevia Bard spent Saturday night with Miss Margaret
Bard in Fulton.
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Edpet

ircrease of 49 Along with tht•
increase has come a added burThe promotions of Frank J
den of trying so secure books for
Duggsn to superintendent of the
children whose parents are unMemphis Terminal Division and
able to purchase them. If any
of James F. Reents, to assistant
one has any school books please
superintendent of the Kentucky
send them to the Chamber of
Dive:ion at Paducah. Ky.. are
Commerce office_n_ys Mr.
—ansiolinced --by the Illinois CenLewis.
tral Railroad.
Wash I time sad again( Tee
Mr Reents came to the railmet akar ths nietehlsm
On Sunday September 20,
Poad in 1943 as a brakeman on
beauty of"s tie hins hose
I!.31, a number of friends and
the Springfield
Division. In
mil paint
relatives gathered at the home
1949 he was promoted to conducGorgeous seism $
of Mr and Mrs. Herman Sams
Reedy Ie MIL Zap 5"
in honor of Mrs. G. W.. Sams
to apply. Ons
birthday Those present were•
dom the average rm
How Christian
.
Mr. and Mrs B. L Austin. Mrs
mass swl,•
Skis aria
Science
Heals
C Austin, Sam Austin. Mrs
"GOD'S REMEDY
Athel Slayden and children,
Exchange Furniture Co.
FOR EVERY ILL"
Mrs. J. L Reed, Weldon Austin,
Phone
35
WTUL
Church St.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sams, Mr.
(IVO ise_) Sunday 15 Ins
•
•
•
• •
and Mrs Jake Smith. Mr and
▪
— Mrs. 0 C. Wolberton and tenni._
IWIIW(0.1=10.01=1111.041111M4N4W111.4)41•11181(4)(6181111b4
ly. Mrs. Luther Veach
and
daughter. Magdolene. Mr. and
Mrs Jimmie •Satterfield. Mr.
Louis Sams, and Mrs G W
Sams

One of my former students
recently sent me a clipping from
the Kansas City Star that took
me, not to Kansas City, but to
- Fidelity, for it was about school
•
days in winter of the long ago.
BUT THE YOUNGSTER must also
I do not know why I had not
be trained in good habits which are
thought of this .subject before
the foundation of good conduct. This
now; anyway, here goes.
means parental discipline. "Spare the
Of course, our schools at Firod and spoil the child" is still a timedelity, except the subscription
ly and worthwhile guide.
schools, ended at Christmas;
hence there was not often a bad
Yet there are modifications of this
winter spell that made an imguide. Certainly punishment should
pression on us. In our part of
not be inflicted when a parent is anthe world real winter comes
gry - when brutal and unreasonable
more often in middle or late
punishment may follow. On the other
January. Only once can I recall
hand, children can sense the vacillaa really bitter winter in Decemtions of parents. They will exploit
ber when I attended school at
Fidelity, and that experience
wishy-washyness to the hilt. Parents
was almost identical with the
who cry, "If you do that again, I'll .."
one described so effectively by
and then do nothing, have little conMargaret Ballard Wilson in the
trol over their children.
Kansas City Star. There had been
AVOIDING PUNISHMENT does
a long spell of rainy weather in
not show true parental love. There
early December; suddenly the
cold air moved in and froze the
are times when physical punishment
muddy roads, also bringing a
may be necessary. I am sure that the
good-sized snow on top of the
parent who takes his erring youngsice. School lacked only a few
ter to the woodshed is hurt more than
days of being over-for that seathe child. And I am also sure that
son. Some ten of us tough ones
this parent's love runs deeper than
persisted in going on the bad
the one who overlooks the fundamendays. Whether it had been
tal necessity of insuring proper disciplanned thus originally or not,
our teacher decided to make this
pline.
week or so a writing school.
Parents should realize that they
We practiced straight and curved
have the basic responsibility for teachstrokes to our heart's content,
ing their children to be good citizens.
sitting as near the two roaring
By their direction and cooperation,
stoves as possible. There was no
especial Order, and none was
they help the youngster to "strainghtneeded. Our teacher relaxed alen himself out." When reform school
most as much as she did when
is really the answer, we have a sure
she went home to spend the
sign that parents have failed in their
night with us pupils. It was too
duty.
bid to stay out long at recess;
we even ate our lunches around
In Flanders fields the poppies blow
the stove, an almost unheard-of
thing at Fidelity. There were
between the crosses, row on row, that
hardly any two children of the
mark our place; and in the sky the
same, size or in the same books.
lark, still bravely sniging, fly scarce
ThaeMeant that we got individheard amid the guns below.
ual attention. I
was large
- John McRae
enough to hear some of the litThe joys I have possessed are ever
tle fellows spell or read and had
already resolved that I would be
mine; out of thy reach, behind etera teacher "forever and a day,"
nitt, hid in the sacred treasure of
like James Whitcomb Riley's
the
past, but blest remembrance
"Old sweetheart." We "told
brings them hourly back.
tales," played practical jokes,
— John Dryden
even on the teacher, and had
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the deliquents, let us not diminish our
efforts in behalf of the ninety-eight
per cent. Yet, it behooves us to do all
in our power for that other two per
cent who need these similar opportunities."
The Four Rivers Council, Boy Scouts
of America, with headquarters at Paducah, Ky. is responsibile for the, progress of Scouting in this area. The
Council's steady growth in membership and its progress in the field of
camping and leadership training are
outstanding. Soon, the Four River
Council will conduct the annual operating budget campaign through local
Community Chests and the State-wide
campaign on October 16th. It is more
important thgn ever before that every
.citizen support its work so that the
Four-Year Program can meet with
success.

By J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation
DELINQUENTS ARE not born.
They are the products of neglect, the
victims of indifference.
Recently policemen informed the
father of a fifteen-year-old boy of his
son's first criminal offense. This father replied, "If he doesn't straighten
himself out, he should be put in reform
school." It is amazing that any parent
should expect a child to straighten
himself out," when the parent has
made no effort to teach and train the
youngster in the meaning of good
citizenship.
THE FAMILY is the first great
training school in behavior or misbehavior. There children are taught
what is right and wrong. In the home
the child learns that others besides
himself have rights which must be respected. There he learns respect for
others, respect for property, courtesy,
thoughtfulness and reliability.
It is in a home, united by the spirit
of family prayer, that the child develops an understanding of man's dependence upon God. He learns the
necessity for obeying God's law, and
the laws of the community, which are
but a reflection of that higher law.

UTTERS TO
THE EDITOR
THE NEWS welcomes espres
sinus from its readers. Such
Items must be sizned but
name %ill be ommitted from
publication if requested.

In 1956 the Boy Scouts of America
launched a Four-Year Program, known
as "Oward for God and My Country."
It is indeed "filled with great promise
for our nation" as the Chief Scout Executive, Dr. Arthur A. Schuck, says.
The program proposes "through organized and trained man power to
give an increasingly better program
to an increaseing number of the nation's youth and to help today's youth
to 'Be Prepared' as citizens of character, to be prepared in body, skill, will,
and as a member of a team."
Dr. Schuck states that less than 2
per cent of our youth are known as
juvenile delinquents.
"We maintain that the vast majority of boys will gladly accept the right
course," says Dr. Schuck, a leader in
Scouting since 1913, "if given the opportunity under the right leadership.
In the scurry to do something about

Reform School Wasn't The Answer

by 11.4cFestlen

Divine Mind's triumph over
the forces of materialism wili
t)t. set forth at Christian Science
services Sunday in the Lesson.
sermon entitled "Matter."
Accounts of divine power and
healing -- including Joshua's
v;ctory at Jericho and Christ
Jesus' walking on the sea — will
be among passages read from
the Holy Bible.
From "Science and
Health
with Key to the Scriptures" by
Baker
Mary
.
Eddy the following
passage will be read (139:4) "From beginning to send, the
Scriptures aretttfull of accounts
of the trium h of Spirit, Mind,
over matter.
oses proved the
power of Mine by what men
called miracles; so did Joshua,
Elijah, and Elisha."
The Goldin I6xt:Will includo
the following (Psalms 11:10) "I am the Lord thy God, which
brought thee out of the land of
Egypt."
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of Kentucky Folklore
by The Philosopher
probably the best times we had
ever had at Fidelity and its oneroom school. The teacher read
to us; we said pieces nearly every day, even though most of
us knew every piece by memory
before the little girl or boy rose
and made a bow. As I recall it
now, our dismissal time was run
up a little; we trudged home
through the snow and under the
gray Skies, probably a little
more in love with school than
ever before. And we later lorded it over the tender ones who
could not endure the long walk
to the sChoolhouse, for we had
really felt some of the joys of
having a private tutor. Through
all the half century and more
since that winter school I have
felt more kindly toward the
memory of that teacher and
have respected her for her rising to The occasion and making
the few of us feel that education is a good thing to be around
In two winters there were
subscription schools at Fidelity,
either M the schoolhouse or in
the lodge hall above the union
church. Most of these winter students, it seems to me now, were
grown boys and girls, some of
them already voters. In one winter in the schoolhouse the teacher taught "Snow-Bound," "Evangeline," and "The Courtship of
Miles Standish." I can still see
a long line of grown boys and
girls stretched across the front
of the schoolroom, standing to
await their turns at reading. It
was queer then that the pupils
faced the audience; I know now
that the teacher, the same one
that taught the writing school.
wanted the rest of us little lads,
too young to be reading such big
poems, to hear them read well.
I can repeat many a line that
was read then; in fact, I memorized whole passages of the
poems merely by hearing them
read by the "Big'ns." Snow
fights fade into a dim past, but
those poems as read in our remote little school are alive and
full of emotion yet to me and, I
hope, to many others who, like
me, were too little to be.one of
the readers.
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eats were war, hunting and
horsemanship, in all of which
they excelled. They accumulated wealth in large collections of
horses that they prized highly
The Comanches were original- aid tended carefully.
'I'he average brave was short
ly linked with Shoshonean tribes
stocky, and on the ground
of the Rocky Mountains' arid and
gave the impression of awkardBat.in Set-tarating .from nem. But once astride his mount,
the ethers, they drifted in the the Comanche was a model of
,firly I700's into the southern /grace. The headlong rush of
plains, where they eventually war-painted tribesmen, 'their
ranged 'from Kanssas and Okla- long black hair streaming in the
homa to New Mexico and Texas. wind as they charged .across the,
Ainong the. first Indians to Wail; on high-spirited „hotses,
acquire horses from the Span- was a sight that lingered in many
turds, the Comanches took nat- a pioneer's memory.
urally to the nomadic life of Life Was Geed
ovt ti tolline country. Tribal
(7,,malwlie
camps,
quickly
t
t
tett in such band pitched and dismantled„ held
, —t•
Who Move well-built tepees that were snug
"Ante in winter and cool in summer.
an.:1 "11Jiders." Maio'& a rise scattered bands sheltered
note of cot mutiny disapproval in thickets along stream beds,
in the "Wrie.derers Who Make in canyons and arroyos. When
Bad Camps."
rains came, even the desert
The Comanches' prime inter- ' bloomed. Wild fruits, berries,

SURVIVOR OF COMANCHE CHIEF
REALLS FRONTIER-TAMING ERA
.ei to
Anwlicans are cie,
Wild West past than is often
remembered in these days of
transcontinental airliners and
atomic energy.
Just 81 years -have passed
since Comanche Chief Quanah
Parker led the last of his people to the surrender that marked
the end of Indian wars in the
- southern Osiris Quanah's aged
widow still survives. .A recent
flower -scattering ceremony at
the grave 'if her w arricr-husband (he died in 1911) recalls
the tin bulent, frontier-taming
era that saw the passing of a
wild, free way of life
Famaus__ for-their --fieive- independence and courage, the Cotrenches were called "Lords Of
the South Plains." and "Spartans of the Prairies," says the
Natiorpl Geographic Society.
They ,were a terror to enemy
tribes, and,for decades delayed
America's westward expansion
Related to Shoshone,

were
nuts, and root plants
plentiful. Tne norses grazed on
succulent prairie grasses.
The Comancnes hunted elk,
deer and antelope, as well as
smaller game. But their main
source of food, shelter and clothing was the buffalo, a challenge
alike to bravery and love of
Racing
their
highly
sport.
trained horses beside the pounding, dust-enveloped herds, they
skillfully picked off their quarry with arrows and lances. Afterwards, the women diele•the
drudgery of butchering.
Massacre of the buffalo herds
ever-increasing
pioneer
and
pressures brought want and
wars that spelled the end of
pil1it44 tire 'as the Comanches
knew it. In June, 1875, Quanah
Parker, half-white son of a Comanche chief, and his hungry
hold-out band of Antelopes gave
themselves up to the military
authorities at Fort Sill in Southwest Oklahoma.
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Mr. Roy C. Gray, Chairman
of the Kentucky State Agricultural Stabinzation and Conservation Committee, announced
today that the support rate for
1956 crop soybeans of the classes Green soybeans and yellow
soybeans grading No. 2 or better
and containing 13.8 to 14.0 percent moisture will be $2.14 per
bushel for all Kentucky counAlthough formidable. the Comanche tribe was never numemus. By conservative estimate
there were probably 20,000 in
1800. A few years after their
surrender to reservation limitations there were less than 1400.
Today the Comanches, who live
mostly in Oklahoma, number
about 2,700.

ties.
The support rate for black
soybeans, and mixed soybeans
will be twenty-free cents per
bushel less than the supporti
rate for Green soybeans and
yellow soybeans.
Mr. Gray further stated that
the 1956 crop _soybean support
rate is eleven cents per bushel
higher than the 1955 crop soybean support rate.
Both warehouse and farmstored loans will be available.
However, beans placed under
farm-stored loan must be in
storage thirty days prior to inspection, measuring, and sampling.
One species of wasps, say rebearchers, may be of help in
controlling tobacco hornworms.
The wasps kill the worms for
food.

NO MORE, PLEASE
A contributor to Reader's Digest, B. B. Miller, tells this one:
A Scottish helper on a Western
ranch was invited to dinner by
his employer. He ate a large
piece of apple pie with such relish that his hostess offered him
a second helping. "No more,
than,k you kindly, ma'am," the
man replied. "I would not wish
to become an addict."

Machines
BENNETT ELECTRIC
FULTON

PHONE 201

His spiritual
. they give you
ry Eddy.
Army Specialia Thu it Class
James L. Hall, son of Mr and
Mrs. Wayrnan Hall, Route 2, !
Fulton, Ky, Fecently qualified ,
as expert in firing the M-1 rifle
in Hawaii.
Specialist Hall is a squad I
leader in Company F of the 25th
Infantry Division's 35th Regiment. He entered the Army in
October 1954 and completed basic training at Fort Jackson, S.C.
He arrived in Hawaii in April
1965
The 19-year-old soldier attended Murray State College..
Army Specialist Third Class
Bobby G. McCord, whom wife,
Jo Ann, livess,in Water Valley,
Ky., recently qualified as expert
In firing the M-1 rifle in Hawaii
Specialist McCord is a gunner in Company F of the 25th
Infantry Division's 35th Regiment. He entered the Army in
October 1954 and completed basic training at Fort Jackson. S. C,
He arrived in Hawaii in April
1955.
The 21-year -old soldier is a
1954 graduate of South Fulton
High School. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. H. Z. McCord,
Fulton.
.
LANDSTURL. Germany
Army Pvt. Willie J Kerney. son
of Mr and Mrs Will A Kcrney,
402 Lake St. Fulton, Ky recently arrived in Germany and
is now a member of the Rth
Evacuation Hospital.
Kerney entered the Army last
January awl received basic
training at Fort Chaffee, Ark.
He is a medical technician with
the hospital
The 25-year-old soldier was
graduated from Kentucky State
College in 1955 and is a meshber of Phi Beta Sigma fraternity.
Among the midshipmen beginning their freshman year at
the Naval Academy, Annapolis.
Md., is Hendon 0. Wright, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Hendon 0.
Wright of Highlands, Fulton,
Ky.
Midn. Wright was graduated
from the Fulton High School in
•
May 1954.
He also attended Vanderbilt
University for 1 year before
coming to Annapolis.
He entered the Naval Academy on a Congressional appointment
Members of the "Plebe" class,
scheduled to be graduated in
1960, arriveli at the Academy
June 25 for an intensive nineweek indoctrination in advance
of the regular academic year,
which begins September 4.

ENDS SATURDAY r"-- Only 3 Days Left!
Permanent ANTI-FREEZE
Winter long protection. Special
tust inhibitor protects radiator,
motor.
Practically odorless,
won't boil out. Stock up now.

Regular Price
SALE
PRICE.

$i

$2.75 gal.

85

•

wilting
Contains
agent. Clean dairywaris, tile, linoleum, floors, windows, woolens,
Ideal tor glassware, silverware,
dishes.

gal.

Reg. Price

$1.95 gal.

SALE PRICE $1.45 gal.

45 plates. Powerful, dependabia. fits most popular
vars. 18 mo. guarantee.

Lasts over 25 years if
properly installed. Light,f
flexible, easy to Install,
100% virgin polyethylene. Not Planned by
freezing.

Hot dipped galvanized.

Extra

strong. bottom double toasted.

Regular Price....—.$26.40
w•ather•d
Restores
Medwoo& roil rooting. Stops leaks.

SALE
•
PRICE..$1800

Peerless'
SCREW DRIVER SET
(No. P27)
so

of 6. Magnetized blades. LIIW
breakable handle molded to It
hand. 1 V, in --$ in. lengths

Top grodec, clotely wo,ven rotten duck, doubt*
stoch•d. Iteintocc•d corners.

Regular Price
95a
SALE PRICE

Charges up to 25 miles safely, effectively. Runs
on 6 V. battery. Inside or outside use. 1 year
guarantee.

'Ii i

(No. BR22)

'

Light, well balanced 22 teeth
crimped, spat welded to head.
19 in. spread. 4$ in. polished
hardwood handle.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY
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Diary of Dotn's
By Mary Nelle Wright
The News writes social happenings about you and
your friends (Listen To Au-wave Diary' Thursday,
9:45 A. ht., Over WFUL)

'TwIt's -the old Bard of Avon who said, "Parting is
such sweet sorrow" — and living in a town like Fulton where there is such close association among all people we are aware — as well as proud of the fact that
Fulton claims such a characteristic as its very OWn.
Our joy knows no bounds when an interesting family
comes to town and becomes a part of our civic and cultural organizations — our churches — we get to know
them and include them in this big family that is Fulton.
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FULTON FABRIC SHOP

EARLY e
BIRD-

—featuring—

FIRST-OUAUTY

HEATER SALE .
40,000
BTU Gas
$59.95

Gas or Coal
Wade has the

$59.95

AT BIG
SAVINGS

1.98

A

$2.49, $2.99
Plaids, Checks, Solid Colors.
Best quality for suits and skirts.
BIG Savings! .

Home - -'See the
Complete Stove Line
Today at WADE'S

LAMPS! LAMPS!
Large Selection

15-1.11. HEATER

Remnants
WOOLENS

Heater for Your

HOT BLAST

MAGAZINE HEATER

Phone 35

Mis

FRI - SAT, SEPTEMBER 14-15!

1(ING-0-HEAT

Congratulations for the fourth
winrear to Virginia Rogers, for
champion
golf
fourth
ning her
VirClub.
Country
ship at the

HOSPITAL NEWS

of
A simple but impressive wed- bride wore
accessories
The _following were patients
ding was solemnized Friday, brown with beige her bridal
from
the local hospital Wednesday
in
orchid
the
and
marriage
in
uniting
31,
August
morning.
bouquet.
Water
of
Hicks
Miss Carolyn
Mr. and Mrs. Young will make Jests HOSPital-••••
Valley and Joe Franklin Young
their home in Fulton.
of Fulton.
E.
Velem Hiwk.s, Dukedom;
The bride is the daughter of
Wall, Cayce; Mrs. Bernard HousWater
of
Mrs. Virginia Hicks
First Christian Church ton, Fulton; Mrs. William Taylor
Valley and J. C. Hicks of Fort
and baby, Fulton; Miss Floral
Wayne, Ind. Mr. Young is the Guild Meets Monday
Oliver, Fulton; Mrs Earl Gusson of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Young
The Guild of the First Chris- sum, Benton; C. J. Bailey, Fulof Fulton.
tian Church met Monday eve- ton; Mrs. Violet Johnson, Fulton;
The wedding ceremony was ning at the home of Mrs. Win- Mrs. James Brockwell, Fulton:
performed in the home of the frey Shepherd and Mrs. Clarke Mrs. John Poole and baby, Fulten; Mrs. Hilary Deweese, Fulbride's grandmother, Mrs. T. W. Thorpe, -co-hostesses.
Lamb in Water Valley, in the
. Mrs. Frank ton; Mrs. Eugene Roddy and
President
The
presence of the immediate fami- Beadles, provided a very inter- baby, Elbridge. Penn.
lies and close friends. The Rev. esting report on a workshop in flaws Memorial—
Lowell B. Council of Martin, Clinton that she recently attendMrs. Troy Gunn" Fulton; L
Tenn. officiated, using the dou- ed.
V. Williams, Fulton; Jeffery
ble-ring ceremony. The vows
by
given
was
l
Devotiona
The
Brundiage, Rt. 4, Dresden; Mrs.
were pledged before an improCharles Bowers Mrs H. A. C Bell, Dukedom; Mrs. Ver,visecl altar of tall baskets of Mrs.
prenice Long, Fulton; J. W. Amand a sunburst ar- L. Bushart, program leader.
Top row (Ito r): DICK JONES, age 5,STEVE JONES, white glads
and white sented "The Frontiers of Chal- mons, Cayce; Mrs. Otis fizzle,
ferns
of
t
rangemen
are
Dave
age 7, and DAVID JONES, age 5, (Dick and
lenge and Change," assisted by Rt. 4, Fulton; Charles Temple,
mums. '
.Mrs. Joe- • Hollaand and Mrs. Orlando. Fla., J. F McClard, Rt.
twins), sons of Dr. and Mrs. John L. Jones, Court
ballerina
a
The bride wore
Drive, Fulton, and grandsons of Mrs. J. L. Jones. Sr. length dress of white embossed Maxwell McDade.
4, Union City; Mrs Rufus WaNaples,
Refreshments were served by
of
erger
n
Reisenb
Kathlee
Mrs.
and
of Fulton
cotton, designed with molded the hostesses to fourteen mem- ters, Fulton.
N.Y.
bodice and a bouffant skirt. The bers and one visitor.
Fulton Hospital—
Bottom row, (I to r): CYNTHIA HOMRA, age 5: bodice featured an off the shoulOlis Beggs, Fulton; Mrs J
RONALD HOMRA, age 8, and PAMELA IIOMRA, der neecekline of tiny' folds of
-Sept. D Campbell, Clinton; Mrs TillSebedulekers
lisiamema
a
wore
she
Norself material and
age 10, children of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Homra of
Sylvan Shade, Sept. 14—Club man Adams, Fulton; Abe Martiny white lace hat. She carried
man Street, Fulton.
tin, Fulton; Mrs. James Worley
a bouquet of tube rosei. en- House. 1 30.
Western. Sept 14--Mrs. John and baby, Fulton; Mrs. Dennis
a purple throated orOtcling
Maxey and baby, Arlington; Mrs.
Peeler. 1:30.
recently purchased a drug store at a later date.
chid, atop a white Bible.
J Della McMorries, Rt 1, Water
W
18--Mrs.
Sept.
Victory,
in Trimble, Tennessee. He will
But our wishes gd to this nice
Miss June Holland of Fulton
Valley; Bruce Crawford, Dukeleave Fulton the first of the couple for their success _— and
Shepherd.
was maid of honor. She wore a
Club dom; Mrs. L. C. Logan, Fulton;
—
19
Sept
Hickman,
month to take over his new du- we know that they leave us
ballerina length dress of white Room, 1,30.
Billy Ingimm, Rt. 1. Water Valties. Billie and the children will with a great deal of regret . . .
red organdy over pink.
embroide
house
a
until
and
20—Mrs. ley; Mrs. naisy Champion. Ri
egy,
So — "Good Luck, Billie
remain in Fulton
t
Montgorn
and
white
were
s
Her accessorie
I. Fulton; A. J. Lowe, Fulton;
Olen Gray, 1:30
Ed — we'll miss you!"
is avail& elbfora
her corsage was white mums.
Robert Patton, Fulton, Willetta
mun21---Com
,
Sept.
,
Palestine
is available for them in Trimble.
The bridi.'s mother wore a blue
Cummings. /Pillow,: Mrs Julia
ity House, 1:30
The place that Ed and Billie
'Tis good when old friends get
W.
brocaded taffeta and a corsage
ld, Sept. 24e:2-Lodges- Cooley, Rt I. Futon. Mrs
Crutchfie
have made for themselves- in together — we were so happy
of white mums.
1. Flilton;
B. Thompson, Rt
10:30.
—the younger crowd" here is to meet Dorothy Bennis of Linton.
The mother of the groom wore
1.. tcher
Fulton. Sept. 26—Ky. UtiliUes Luther Pickens. Wmgo.
evident when we hear of parties coln, Illinois who is here visita white mum
and
cotton
B
palk
B
ld;
Crutchfie
Watkins.
wish
to
Room. 1:30.
ing her good friend, Mandy
that are being given
corsage.
Joe Stephenson. Fulton; Mrs. Fred
27—Mrs.
'Sept.
inerilnett.
them good-luck in their new Wood. Dorothy was at the La,
Robert Cherry of Dukedom
Jolley, Fulton; Mrs. 011ie Puckbusiness.
Mac Reid, 1:30.
dies' Day Luncheon at the
Tenn., served as best man.
ett. Rt. I. Wingo; Mrs. G. C
27
—
Methodist
Sept.
Cayce,
Country Club Tuesday as ManFor the wedding trip, the
Fulton; Fred D
Richardson,
Friday evening at 7:30 Irene dy's guest. These two gals have
Church, 2:00
Bill Lenlane,
•
Fulton.
!lb,
W.
Baird
Joan
and
school
hip
grade
since
Blankens
been friends
Mrs.
sister,
her
Fulton
visiting
'is
Miss.
bridge
dessert
News
a
visit
for
local
lovely
will give
Tune to WFUL
days and it is Dot's first
.
party for Billie out at the Mace to Fulton since the popular Moore Joyner in Highlands
and
Moss
Lee
Minnie
McDade home in Highlands. Wood family moved here. Man- Mrs
Their - guest list whl include dy's husband, "Buck," you know, daughter of Memphis spent the
Water
about thirty of Billie's friends.
is trainmaster of the Illinois weekend in Fulton and
Marilyn Butler left
Other plans are being made Central there. The Woods moved Valley
Sunday afternoon for Murray
for a supper which will include to Fulton in March . .
State, where she is a sophomore,
the "male members" of the
crowd — but we will record this
Mrs. H. H. Colter of Jackson, majoring in music.

The first early exodus to the ginia played the final round of
class-rooms away from Fulton the championship match with
is starting in earnest and among Betty Jan Vowell, who is
the early-birds to leave Fulton something of a great golfer heris Bud White, who with his par- self.
The Country Club has been
ents Irene and Bob White and
his sister Jane, left Sunday al' tie scene of some close and externoon. Bud will enter Ken- siting golf matches this year
tucky Military Institute thishiciikong the men, women and junyear and it is needless to sari ior groups and each day the club
that the popular student will be was electrified with the anticipagreatly missed on the campus at tion of the outcome of some
Fulton.High.
match being played. Many of
After seeing that Bud is corn- the matches went to the "sudfortahly situated in his Alma den death" stage, meaning that
Mater. the White family will vis- extra holes had to be played to
match. Golf
the
it in Lexington and Jane will determine
stay there for a longer visit. tournaments are exciting and exFact is that Jane will visit in acting cbmpetition and long
Lexington until around Septem- ago -we decided that it was a
ber 22 when Bob and Irene will sport for the birdie-experts and
again trek Central Kentucky- the stout-hearted sports.
way to attend the first UniversThere can be no doubt that
ity of Kentucky football game
of the season . . . me thinks Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jolley and
the game is between UK and daughter Susan, Mr. and Mrs.
the University of Georgia. Hap- Curtis Hancock and _ daughter
Harriet and John- Covington
py traveling, folks.
had, the time of their lives in
past week-end.
Driving aroimg—th. City On St. Louis this
accompanied the Litgroup
The
of
car
a
full
saw
we
Sunday
tle League baseball club to that
the happiest folks around town.
where the Fulton boys
Fred and Ruby Sawyer had with city,
guests of the St.. Louis
them in the auto Gail LoLgan were
baseball club. FulSawyer and the pride of the Lo- Cardinals
ton's little Cardinals have been
gan and Sawyer families, little
great ball this year and
Steven Sawyer, the three-month playing
wonderful opportunity
a
was
it
Sawyers.
old son of the Charles
fellows to get some
little
the
for
Charles will be leaving next
hand information and exweek to enter Murray State Col- first
perience about that still great
lege and it is for sure that makes
. baseball.
pastime
everybody happy. With Murray American
the
is
it
as
Fulton
to
close
as
The most experienced birthgrand-parents will get ba see
party-giver in Fulton did
day
we
a lot of that young fellow,
it again last Friday when Marhope. ,
her
garet Homra entertained f
thia
lovely little daughter
that
Hyland,
Little Kathy
Ann at the Country Club. Cynpretty red-haired queen of the thia was six years
th t day
Bob Hyland family celebrated and she was made ve
happy
her fifth birthday Monday after- when many of her little playnoon and her mother honored mates shared the day with her.
her with a birthday party at the
The party was held from nineCountry Club. About 35 of thirty until eleven:thirty and
Kathy's friends shared the day during the morning many games
with her when games, and visit- were played and prizes were
ing pleased all the youngsters. awarded the winners. Delicious
Many attractive party favors birthday cake and ice cream
were given the guests and of were served the young guests by
course they all enjoyed that Mrs. Homra and several mothwonderful birthday cake and ice ers, who assisted her.
cream that Gladys Hyland served
Each child received balloons,
them.
bubble-gum and favors.
Little Cynthia, the honoree,
In other news in the Hyland received many nice gifts.
family we learn that Jean Ann
Hyland should be wending her
And so it is with much reway home soon after a wonder- gret that we say a fond "goodful visit in Essex Falls, New lsye" to Ed and Billie Taylor
Jersey and New York City with who are leaving our city in the
her class-mate Judy Unruh. not too distant future.
Jean Ann will be home long
Ed and Billie came to Fulenough to pack the bags to make ton about a year and a half
ready for another school year at ago, from Milan, Tenn. Ed has
St. Mary's of the Woods in Terre been employed as pharmacist at
Haute, Indiana. Jean will be Jackson Drug Co. during this
leaving about September 23 for time. They have four children,
her studies in the Hoosier State. Carolyn, Bill, Susan and Mark
and they live at the "Hub" WilElsie and Louis Weaks took liams home on Green Street.
off last Thursday for Houston,
But -- every young pharmacist
'Texas where they will visit with dreams of owning his own drug
'Mary Davis Dicken while Mary store — and this dream has
Davis' hubby Lieutenant John come true for Ed — because he
Dicken is off on a cross-country
flight somewhere in the wild
blue yonder. On John's return,
we hear tell that he will take
his father-in-law Louis on a
ieep sea fishing expedition. That
Mould be a grand and wonderThe Perfected
ful experience for Louis who is
has
who
but
angler,
in ardent
had most of his experience with
the pole and minnow type of
fishing.
The story goes that Mary
Davis has been devoting aroundthe clock efforts to her cooking
--M aximtim value in heatto impress her mother and dad
ing economy
Elsie
with her culinary prowess.
didn't aid Mary Davis' anxiety
--Saves TIME
much because we are told that
Elsie ordered all kinds of fancy
--Saves CLEANING
dishes for her vacation meals
--Saves COAL
and what is more told her newly-married daughter that she
--Correst Size for YOUR
wanted breakfast in bed every
NEEDS
morning. We've got a life-size
picture of that event, but then
knowing Mary Davis, there's no
doubt that the larder will be
full of good things to eat and
See it today at
the red carpet of welcome will
who
lbe spread for her parents
are making their first visit to
Mary Davis and John since they
were married in a beautiul
wedding here on August 4th.

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE f0

Beautiful Wedding Ceremony In Water Valley
Young
Unites Miss Carolyn Hicks And Mr.
a costume suit

"Mr and Miss Tomorrow"

Winter Cottons

69c

All the new dark colors, nubby
weaves. You'd ordinarily pay
much higher than this price !

79c,98c
$1.39 YD.,
nft

$6.95

REGULAR

NOW -- $4.95
First Come!

7

PIECE LIVING ROOM SUITE

III

2-Piece Suite, 3 Tables, 2 Lamps

First Serve!

$129.95

Corduroy

89c

Printed and pinwale for shirts, jackets and
suits. Washable, wonderful for school wear.
Shop and save with us !
DAN RIVER WRINKLE SHED

COTTONS 69c
Best Quality
Linings
Zippers
Shoulder pads
See us for your sewing needs

112 LAKE STREET

FULTON, KY-

"TRAPE with WADE and SAVE"

PHONE 103

Fulton Fabric Shop
2111 Commercial Ave.

Next to News Office
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Miss Garner, Bride-Elect Of Joseph Bondurant
alnnounces Her Wedding Plans For September 15
Miss Sarah GA:Hier, daughter maker, Miss Ruth Bird, Misss
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gar- Jeanne Brannan, Mrs. Ed Garan- rett and Mrs Royce Rice
Atlanta, Georgia,
nen*,
nounces the completed plans for
her wedding to Joseph E Bond
urant, also, of Atlanta and Ful- • AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. l'Arey Frields •
ton, Ky.
The ceremony will be solemni.ed on Saturday, September 15,
Master Velra Hawks Jr., en
at 4 p.m. in the Virginia Ave- tered • Jones Clinic in Fulton
nue Baptist Church in Atlanta. Monday for treatment.
The Rev. E. T. Shaul pastor of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Farmer
the Secaud Cumberland, Presby- have a brand new three bed
oga,
of
Chattano
"*.ureh
:
1
terian
room brick home, on their farm
Tennessee, will perform the near Dukedom, which is now
ceremony.
near completion. It will be ready
Miss Garner. who will be giv- foi occupancy soon, by the popfather,
her
by
marriage
en in
ular merchant and wife.
has chosen her sister, Mrs. DavMrs. F. T. Puckett is found
maid Butler of Atlanta, as her
very busy at her home which
tron of honor and Mrs. Eugene is under-gong some nterior deeWaggoner of Fulton, sister of crating.
the groom, as bridesmaid. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Donoho
Annette Allyn of Atlanta will
the past
be junior bridesmaid and Miss and children spent
in St. Louis, Mo., with
Lydia Butler, Atlanta, niece weekend
.
of the bride, will be flower girl: relatives
Karen Gayle Frields is a vicMr. Bonduraant has chosen
his brother-in-law, Eugene Wag- tim of tonsilites and is under the
gogner, to serve as best man. care of Dr. E. F. Crocker .
Henderson
Dempsey
The ushers will be Ralph Sikes
Rev.
of Savanah. Georgia and • Al closed a tent revival in DukeStalk' of Farrell Pennsylvania. dom the past Saturday night afDavid Butler. Atlanta. and Jim ter a ten day series where the
Anchors, Memphis, Tenn, will young minister delivered fine
sermons to his listeners. s
light the candles.
A program of nuptial music
Over at the Norman Harris
will be presented by Mrs. Marie house the young farmer continNewton. organist. of Atlanta and ues to work on the re-modeling
Mrs. Claude Roberts, Atlanta, of his home, doing the work himand Mrs. Ed Garrett. Gamsville, self at odd liesure. It is showing
up. another of those do-it yourGeorgia. soloists.
projects.
self
in
be
held
will
reception
The
Henderson
the, church parlor, immediately
Dempsey
Rev.
following the ceremony. Assist- filled his regular appointment at
ing in serving will be Mrs. Web- New Salem Baptist Church the
ster Allyn, Miss Joanne Bush, past Sunday at 11 o'clock and
Miss Rath Bird. Mrs. Royce Rice, the evening servce at 7:45. The
all of Atlanta, Mrs. Kent Pal- church will meet in conference
mer and Miss Jeanne Brannan, on Wednesday night to call the
both of Lawrenceville. Georgia pastor for the insuring year.
and Mrs Jack Brunen of Ft.
Mrs. Burton Lassiter remains
Pierce, Florida. hfiss Patsy Rice, about the same at this writing
Atlanta. will keep the bride's She is up only a portion of the
book.
time having suffered from a
A series of per-nuptial parties seige of rheumatism for several
have been given in honor of months
Miss Garner by Mrs. Rose ShoeMr and Mrs Earl Mitchell
and children Don and Judy of
Paducah and Mrs. Eric Cunningaiissipas
ham and son, George Ed, of
Dresden visited parents, Mr. and
Mrs Ed Frields near here the
past Sunday
Mrs. Dempsey Henderson was
called to the bedside of her
Gus Scarbough,
mother. Mrs
FRIDAY & SATURDAY near Mayfield the past week.
very ill from complicaDOUBLE FEATURE I I ut She was
tions She is now recovering.

,

• THE
'BURIED SECRETS
OF THE DEEP...
IMIMPUla

dray

'111111111111
Era 1:1
MI 001.00
*viral le In Imo
•
i/OM
111.

Also Scrappy's Birthday
& 3-Stooge Comedy:
Starting

SUNDAY I

9 $2.99

censful season throughout West
Kentucky and Tennessee, have
been engaged to play for dineing at the Strata Club, Martin.
this Saturday
The band featured the vocals
of Nancy Adams. Mid -South vocal and instrumental champion,
as well as popular- tempos by
some of the best voting musicians in the Mid -South
Bookings for the Christmas
holiday season have already beand i ,rgani7ations plangun
ning holiday dances are urged
to set their dates and to contact the band leaders for reservations at an early date.

.39 YD.

NO. 1
('LEO MOORE
IN
"OVER EXPOSED"

9c

Robert Mit chum
Susan Hayward
IN
"THE LUSTY MEN"
PLUS
Chapter 11 Of SEA
HOUND & Cartoon- Flea

9c

CIRCUS

Linings

'fem., DUI hAlll S,
114311011c 11111 en t'

MICKEY ROOis'
+a VIRON WitlES PAUL

op
Office

CAANK.ri

eM VranCit thu 1.14,4 Muli
Also- Late News & They
Seek Adventure (Tech.
Special & House of
Tomorrow I I

SUNDAY - MONDAY
Tuesday - Wednesday
James Whitmore
IN
"Crime In The Streets"
—Pl.US-Color Short - Nation
Of Athletes & CartoonWITCH CRAFTY

darlene

chairman outlined the directed
BAPTIST
WHY PAY MORE?
OUTS FULTON work for the new quarter.
program
Lee Henry,
Mrs
. PENNINGTON
chairman brought a good proWick Smith Agency
The W.M.S. of the First Bap- gram on "Stewardship."
Refreshments were served by
tist Church of South Fulton met
456 Lake Street
Tuesday night in the home of the hostesss, assisted by Mrs. J.
—Phones 62 or 160-W—
their president, Mrs. C. F. Pen- C. Overby to twelve members.
nington.
The meeting was opened by
the repeating of the watchword,
followed by the singing of two
verses of the song, "What A
Friend We Have In Jesus." Mrs
WEDNESDAY — THURSDAY — FRIDAY
J. T. Hart led the opening prayer.
TWO THRILLERS OF THE TABOO TROPICS?
The business meeting was
— STARTS 8:45 —
STARTS 7:30
presided over by the president,
PORT OF
"THE
"THE ISLAND OF
Mrs. C. F.. Pennington. Minutes
Mrs.
NG GIRLS"
secretary
MISSI
the
were read by
MISSING MEN"
Leroy Elliott. Reports from
committees were heard. Mrs.
Russell Boaz, first vice-president
reported three new members,
Mrs. C. D. Parr, Mrs. Kay FozIN PERSON ON OUR STAGE
zard, Mrs. Betty Grissom. Mrs.
DIRECT FROM HOLLYWOOD
J. T. Hart, community mission

• SATURDAY MITE ONLY •

msayboossrumnimilloor

AL 'FUZZY' ST. JOHN

(('omedy Star of Over 300 Movies)
AND HIS ALL STAR

•

WESTERN REVUE

A 45 MINUTE SHOW OF WEISTERN MUSIC,
COMEDY - THRILLS - TOP ENTERTAINMENT

All Pictures This Week
In Glowing Color

—AND—

ets and
41 wear.

SURE INSURANCE
AT
LOW COST

WIWS Or
CHURCH Or
MET WITH

AIR CONDITIONED

79c,98c

tha Dublin, Albert B. Moss, G.
T. McMullin, Mrs. Clarence
Young, Guy Barnett, Elmer Calhoun, William J. .Burton, T. J.
Callison, John N. Fleming, Jr.,
Willie Thomas, Ward Johnson,
Allene T. Howard, R. C. Luter,
Joseph D. Cole, Mack Scearce,
Lesle L. Davis, Alma Corum,
Mrs. Delma Binford, George L.
Arley, Pat O'Connor, H. D. Collier.

wonderfulfullyfaskioned sweaters

tvaporined and powdered
milk used in cooking and baking provide a quick and convenient way to add more milk nutrients to meals

THURS - FRI - SAT
2 - BIG HITS - 2

* Grand Jury

For the summit connoisseur.

.....
. „,
?
'
11 ItP HiLI

69c
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(Continued from Page One)
pates a rather full docket of
by
civil cases.
The jurors are:
Martha Weak&
Summonded for duty Sept. 17:
Kermit Parks, Harry W. TuckGuess who's here? Yep! you er, Cleo Newberry, Fred Sawthe
all
with
back
guessed it. I'm
yer, Doyle George, Jack Weathchit-chat from South Fulton.
erly, Lewis Thompson, Felix
I'll make but little mention of Gossum, Jr., C. A. Roper, James
the football game we lost with R. Green, Charles E Roberts,
Gleason. Final score: Gleason 27, Ernest Moser, Marshall C. Finch, * Clinton Fire
South Fulton 0. But! we did beat Forrest McMurry, Loyd Bone,
Pidgely in a superb game. The Irvin Bard, Paul S. Davis, L. N.
(Continued from Page One)
South Fulton boys played an Brown, Leonard Dotson„ Bert the flames, the Fulton Fire Deexceptionally good game. Jerry Yarbro, Sr., Till Harrison, Henry partrnent was called in to asAlston, Dickie Thomas and Nor- E. Grissom, Aubra Lee Burns, sist, and by midnight both deman Allison made the five James Odell Yates.
partments had the fire past the
touchdowns that were scored, Summonded for duty Sept. 18: danger stage.
and needless to say it couldn't
Corn shelling facilities, located
H. P. Roberts, Mrs. Elmer
have been done without team- Glover, Henry Maddox, Louis in that part of the mill that was
work. Final score—South Ful- Hurt, Frank Parker, Mrs. Clyde not damaged, are open for
ton 33, Ridgely-7. Congratula- Newton, Mrs. Clyde F. Linder, business "as usual," Mr. Sowell
tions fellows!
Carlene Shuff, W. C. Hale, Mrs. stated.
We are glad to welcome three G. T. Hepler, Raymond Everett,
new members to our faculty Elmer Lilikar, Louis Weeks,
this year, Mrs. M. W. Haws, Mr. Ruth Gret • Johnson Hill, MarUal Killebrew and Mr. C. D.
Fuiton-Union City Hiway
Parr.
—
SATURDAY—SEPT 15
Mrs. Hugh Pigue has been
her
THE
of
ACROSS
bedside
DRUMS
called to the
RIVER
brother in Little Rock, Arkansas
MOVIES
With Audie Murphy
who is critically ill.
ON THE THRESHOLD
FULTON-MARTIN
The Juniors are making rapid
OF SPACE
HIWAY, 45 E.
progress with their magazine
With John Hodiak
drive. Let me urge you to help
THURS. - FRI.—SEPT. 13-14
BLACK 13
them if they come to you, beTANGANYIKA
With Peter Reynolds
cause if you don't that will only
Van Heflin -Ruth Roman
mean one thing. You will be
SUN.- MON.—SEPT. 16-17
—Plus—
supporting Fulton Hi in their
THE LAST HUNT
RIDER
S
LAWLES
drive, so . . . ?? .
With Robert Taylor
Johnny Carptener
Dickie and Donald Collier atMOONSTRUCK MELODY
tended the Kentucky State Fair
SATURDAY--SEPT. 15'
With Eva Arden
over the weekend. While there,
TUMBLEWEED
and
cows
own
their
showed
they
TUES. - WED—SEPT. 18-19
Audie Murphy - Lori Nelson
judged others.
TOBACCO ROAD
—Plus—
„Dickie wo'n first prize in the
With Ward Bond
RIVER LADY
Donald
three-year:old class an'
GRAPES OF WRATH
Duryea
Dan
DeCarlo
Yvonne
won first prize in the four-yearWith Henry Fonda
old class.
SUN. - MON. - TUES.
THITR.S.ile FRI.—SEPT. 20-21
-Beverly Lacewell has started
Sept. 16-17-18
DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE
TRAPEZE
an Elvis Presley Fan Club. The
With Dick Borgarde
club already has a lot of memBurt Lancaster - Tony Curtis
LONESOME TRAIL
Gina Lilobrigida
bers, but if you wish to join,
With Wayne Morris
contact Beverly at school or at Cinemascope — DeLuxe Color
her home. Phone 2400-M.
The F.H.A. met Tuesday dur•••••••••••••••••
ing the activity period. Plans for
diswere
year
g
followin
the
cussed.
Of
The 1955-'56 Student Council
Miss Charlotte Ann Wurth Becomes Bride
Tuesday also. The Student
met
h
John M. Thompson September 2nd At Paduca
Council for 1956-'57 were electof Mr. ed Wednesday. Those names will
Miss Charlotte Ann Wurth, younger daughter
the be given next week. some lively
and Mrs. Anthony I. Wurth of Paducah, became
I say, there are
Abe
Mrs.
and
bride of John M. Thompson, son of Mr.
members in the fifth hour civThompson, in the sanctuary of Trinity Methodist Church ic classm/,,

on Sunday afternoon, September 2.
g included
Out-of-town guests attending the weddinFulton.
of
Rita
and
on
Thomps
Robert
Mrs.
and
Mr.
after Sept.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson will be at home s at the
Strata Club Features
student
be
will
both
where
on,
Lexingt
in
Melody Men Orchestra ICI,
University of Kentucky.
y of Fulton.
Fulton's "Melody Men" dance
The groom and his parents are formerl
orchestra, enjoying a very suc-

•a.ft..,

.98

SOUTH FULTON
SCHOOL NEWS

WED. and THURS.
This Show Open 3:30
Walt Disney's
GREAT LOCOMOTIVE
CHASE
Fess Parker
pia Special Short
MEN AGAINST THE ARTIC

EXTRA ADDED
OLD TIME FIDDLERS CONTEST
CASH PRIZE Given To Best Old Time Fiddler

To Appear - Come One - Come All - Your Fiddle Is Your Admission Ticket.

ALSO BIG MOVIE PROGRAM
STARRIN(; FUZZY ST JOIN & LASH I,A RUE

ADLTS 50c — KIDS IN CARS FREE
(Under 12)

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
That Teenage Sensation
Tab Hunter - Natalie Wood
"THE BURNING HILLS"
Also Featurette
DOWN LIBERTY ROAD
SUN. - MON. - TUF.S
Rock Hudson - Anne Baxter
"ONE DESIRE"
Open Sun 145
RF.G PRICES---20c and 45c

• SUNDAY &MONDAY •
(Sunday For White - Monday For Colored)

"CARMEN JONES"

DOROTHY DANDRIDGE - HARRY BELLAFONTE
PEARL BAILEY - MANY OTHERS
PLUS SHORT SUBJECTS - REGULAR 44k PRICE

I&3% imported Lambswool
short sleeve pullover.

only

$4.99

long sleeve cardigan,
only $6.99
'
Women who collect sweaSees will appreciate ths
l*
Lambswoo
Darlene
these
of
extraordinary value
Futly-faithioned just like expensive imports (look
for the identifyiag fashion marks at arm and
neck), they always retaia their shape. The secret
Afelospire finish gives theta a luxurious finish.
Weer these as sete—or separately—for the smart
casual look Amertran weans loss. Sizes 34 to 40.
Exclusive Wilton colons.

FOR BEST
SPORTSWEAR
See DOTTY For Sportswear,••
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CAMEL NUMBERS GROW IN DESERTS
camels have
In a mechanized age when ungainly offspring,
possible human exmade
largely
and
horses
supplant
tractors
of Monrattles, the number of camels istence in the deserts
North Africa,
and
Arabia
golia,
keeps growing.
the National Geographic Society
A recent United Nations esti- says. Their outstanding asset is
mate of 9,700,000 "ships of the
the ability to forego water on
desert" represents a significant
heat-ridden journeys.
long
populacamel
increase in world
Tanks
Built-in
No
tion-24 percent above prewar
The camel does not carry watimes, or five today for every
ter in his hump, as one unfoundfour camels in 1939.
have it. The
Though one of nature's most ed legend would
hump is a mass of fat. Nor does
the desert freighter have special
water tanks in its stomach. An
ability to conserve water ,in the
actissues essentially
_body
counts fo; the camel's thrist-defying reputation.
Despite prodigious labors, the
camel's contributions are generally made under protest. Gifted with cussedness, he often
kicks or bites while being loaded, and is apt to spew his cud
bystanders. He even displays
Finding a
a dislike for his owm kind by
reInsing to yield right-of-way
to match your rug?
when meeting another upon
narrow trails. Experienced camWe have just the color you want
give the
eleers occasionally
In our wide and wonderful sebeast their cloths to maul as a
lection of hundreds of exciting,.
release for his anger.
new Maestro Colors.
Famed in history and a mainWill custom-mix your colors
of the circus, the camel
stay
for yosi sit minutes.
matches the lion and elephant
as an animal familiar to milis the hump,
FULTON PAINT & lions. Its trademark
• but other distinguishing features
GLASS CO.
are its pop-eyes, the gooseneck and loosely-hung
shaped
Fulton
Church Street
jaws. Long lashes apd overhanging lids protect the eyes from

Havin9
Trouble

PAINT

BEFORE YOU BUY!
SEE US
••••••••••••wis

FALL SEED FOR COVER CROPS AND
WINTER PASTURE. All kinds of Small Sbed:
grass, Clover, barley, oats, rye.
OUR SEED CLEANING PLANT IS NOW IN FULL
OPERATION! Let us clean your Barley,—Clover,-Fescue

MATIEZ LIKE HEAVEN
There will also be much in- there will be continued gradual
To
.‘
••VIP7
indusvouP•
dairy
the
nt in
Readgr's Distest quotes from
terest in renovaung some of the improveme
it no doubt will continue
Greatham Parish (England)
old pasture and lespedeza fields. try and
the
Dairy
year
next
• Church
Magazine: "The bringThis has proven to be a very throughout
effecbeen
has
promotion
sales
and-buy sale was rather like
profiteable procedure in recent
sales
milk
increasing
in
tive
years and there is much talk
heaven. Many we expected to
There has been a general resee there were absent."
about it wherever farmers meet
and discuss plans. Some of the duction in dairy cow numbers
probest oats that I saw harvested by severe culling of low
Sept. 14: V. R. Owens, Harry Listen t.) WFUL for latest news!
this summer were those sown ducers and this has improved
demarked
a
to
W. Shupe; Sept 15. W .H. Hill,
with a Renovator on lespedeza the situation
sod. The seeding rate was two gree. There are also a number Wales Austin, Mrs. A. C. Butts,
now
bushels per acre. Ammonium Ni- of dairy processors who are
their B. L Austin, Mr_s, Neal Ward;
DEWEY JOHNSON
With AM PRYOR
trate was applied in March at interested in stepping up
Sept. 16: Carrell Johnson, Mrs.
purchases.
milk
Coaerallulvsu
pounds
Moth
200
the rate of 150 to
aerinitseral Avec
All Ones of insurance
per acre. This is a practice that
With the present outlook for Sarah Meacham., . Mrs. Waltare•
Tractors will be busy prepar- should not be overlooked in sower feed prices and a good
Hyland,
Bobby
17
Sept.
Ashley;
ing seed beds for all fall sown working out your fall sowing hay crop has been made and a
SAVE ! GET our
Ann Wallace, Ruth
Amealia
craps just as soon as sufficient program.
the
in
is
crop
silage
Ftobountiful
Vernon
Mrss.
Butts,
Louise
such
for
PACKAGE DEAL
moisture is present
Hogs Need Sufficient
making, dairymen should do bey; Sept. 18: Mrs. V. P. Beard;
work. Hay crops such as alfalfa
and win- Sept. 19: W. A. Roach, Grady
fall
coming
the
in
Water
well
Drinking
'Covering everything"
are to be seeded, pastures and
Varden, Constance Wilson. Aaron
Hogs require twice as much ter.
small grain sowing will be in
109 East Walnut St.
'Butts: Sept. 20: Jackie Edwards,
full swing. I predict a bigger water during hot weather. Bein.
Bell, Clyde Williams, Jr.,
set
E.
days
W.
hot
long,
the
fore
small
of
Phone 408
sowing
usual
than
Fulton, Ky.
STOOL PIGEON
Tommy Strange, Mrs. Jesse
grains this fall. Yields this year they were probably drinking
"Stool pigeon," now a crimi- Fields
have been so satisfactory that about a gallon a Nay for each
That nal term. originated with the —
we will find many farmers sow- hundred pounds of weight.
pound hog tame pigeon tied to a stool or
ing more and more fall sown means today, .a 200
will drink at least 4 gallons of perch by 119th century hunters
crops.
water per day.
to lure wild pigeons into range
As soon as possible, soils
For efficient production make of their nets and guns, reports
should be prepared for all these
Eugene T. Petersen in the Sepcrops. They should be limed and sure your hogs have an ample
tember Reader's Digest. This
fertilized according to the re, supply of clean, fresh water. It
ruse tielped wipe out the once
instances
most
in
is
and
cheap
Time
tests.
soil
your
sults of
-passenger pigeon and
common
without
made
available
be
can
to
plowing
after
should be given
of these died Sept. 1,
for.
theslItsf
shade
of
Lots
much
effort.
sufficientallow fields to settle
Cincinnati Zoo.
the
in
19411
helps
also
year
of
this
hogs
time
ly before planting. .
to- improve rate of grain.
Register now to vote in NoCare For Those Dairy Heifers
desert sun. Nostrils close tightly
It is YOUR vote that
vember.
it
.
found
Many daitymen have
when sand blows.
.counts.
heifcalf
dairy
first
give
to
pays
the
Tough knee pads protect
ers a longer dry period than oldbeast when keeling for loads. er cows. Make sure that they reprevent
Broad-cushioned feet
ceive ample supplies of roughthe heavy creature from sinking age and good quality grain for BURROW CANNON
teeth
yellowish
The
sand.
in deep
at least 60 days prior to calvand
are efficient: the camel is cred- ing.
bones
ited with eating blankets,
two
heavy
With
milking
year
and leather. _among other things.
di BURROW
The 'contmon Arabian camel, olds, it has been found that they
Insurance and Real Estate
topped by one hump. may be have little chance for groan!)
Long term Farm Loans at
of several colors—brown, white, during the milking period and
gray, sandy buff and occasional- the udders of sucb heifers need
Phone 9188
Low Rate of Interest
No. I Lake St.
ly black. The two-humped Bac- rest for further development.
SEE
The dairy farmer is in a potrian type is often of a dark
Charles T. Cannon
brown color. The Bactrian has sition that is much more favor24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE - WE NEVER CLOSE
existed both wild and tame since able than has been the situation
('harks
W.
Burrow
prehistoric times in Chinesc until now. It looks as though
_
Turkistan and Mangolia. The
two-humped beasts carried supplies for the Red Chinese armies during the Korean War.
Mischievous Progeny
Australia imported more than
a score of camels during the
mid-19th century for the use of
explorers and outback traders—
and later wished it hadn't. A
few years ago, several hundred
of their wild progeny were
roaming a wide northern area of
wrecking
Australia,
Western
windmills, sheep-and-cattle watering troughs and fences. Forty
of them once blundered into a
fence, dragging it half a mile
before extricating themselves.
But for other desert lands
around the world the camel is
no nuisance. Arabs make tents
of camel's hair and drink camel's milk. The skin makes tough,
useful leather and the hard
bones offer a substitute for
camel
ivory. The grotesque
may not inherit the earth, but
it is already sovereign over
much of its sandy spaces.
and
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ANNOUNCING..

IT'S PAINT UP AND FIX UP TIME
. . and time for that good HANNA'S Paint - the
best yet. Complete stock house paint, farm paint;
interior or exterior.

A CHANGE IN POLICY OF THE

•••••••••

SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
OUR CASH PRICES ARE HOT!

"IT PAYS" TO SHOP AT

EARLE HOTEL

ce Itti;rind 50175
A.;

East State Lbw

pensioned people
Due to the demand of so many retired
who want a place to live the EARLE HOTEL has decided to

RELAX AND ENJOY...

convert the Earle into a home for—

Retired and Pensioned
Men and Women

warm/ wait
)
wswileario

EXCLUSIVE "HEART-OF-THE-RUN” BOURBON
“Heari-of-this-Itsin" whislmy means the middle and best
pa A (the heartl of *ads day's run. Ma first part Ihods)
and the end Rai(s) of each day's distillation contain undesirable ingredients and ar• never allowed to go into
whiskey made by the Medley Distilling Company.

99
$
W FIFTH

$,50
II= PINT

—93610*
Hy
„
hTUcKY sTRAIG

-RaoN wHis
"

RATES HAVE BEEN ADJUSTED to MEET EVERY NEED
Recreation Facilities Are Provided For The Pleasure Of Our Guests. Already We Have Made
Available These Facilities:
* CROQUET
* CHECKERS

BOURBON

EARLE HOTEL

WHISKEY

This fine Kentucky "Heart-of-the-Run" Bourbon
and 6-year-old
bottled-in-lx)nd at a slightly higher price.
is also available as a 4-year-old

PHONE 55
r.;:=731...EY DISTILLING CO., OWENSBORO, KY.

* SHUFFLE BORAD
* Complete Selection
of Magazines

MAKE YOUR HOME AT THE

4 YEARS OLD to PROOF
STRAIGHT

* TV
* HORSE SHOES

If You Are Retired or Pensioned and Would Li ke a Place to Live and Call Home, Then We
Invite You To Contact Us At Once.

$1125
MIXPINT
KLNTUCKY

* CARDS
* DOMINOES

306
FULTON, KY.

otes from
(England)
e bringrather like
pected to
t"

Beware Of The Home-Improvement Racketeer!

0. M. Howard, .Director of
Kentucky's Federal Housing office at Louisville announced today that Americans and Kentuckians are spending
more
money today than ever before
on home improvements.
"And this is a good thing,"
said Howard, "because we must
continually improve our present supply of housing." The
new changes to FHA's Home Improvement Programs will make
it easier to do this. Under the
new law a person can borrow up
to $3500 to improve his home
and pay it back over a period

of 5 years. These loans are
made by "local banks in almost
every community.
In connection with this program Mr. Howard issued a not.
dif warning about "home improvement contractors are honest small businessmen," he said,
"but unfortunately there are a
few gyp artists — modern day
confidence men — who have
gotten into this business. The home owner can protect
himself against these people and
also against the well meaning
workman who is simply incompetent if he will follow a few
simple rules

1. Don't fall for the "model
house" racket or the dealer who
offers something for nothing.
Be suspicious of extraordinary
"bargains."
2. Be careful of the slick talking dealer who insists on closing the deal without giving you
a chance to think it over.
3. Know who you are dealing
with. Check with the bank and
with other people for whom he
has done work.
4. Insist upon a contract in
writing setting out in detail the
work to be done and the material to be used.
5. Read everything you sign

BEWARE RUBBER
BANDS ON THE
MARKET TOBACCO!

officiated. Burial, under direction of Doug Murphy Funeral
Home, was In Oak Grove Cemetery.
Pallbearers
were
JAMES MONRO PEEPLES
Smith, Heron Grissom, Harold
James Munro Peeples. died at Grissom, Macon
Grissom, L. S.
his home in the nothern part of
Grissoin, and Hampton Cox.
Don't market primed burley Weakley County Thursday, Sept.
tobacco, if the leaves have been 6.
He was born on the same
tied with rubber bands and the
bands are not removed. advises farm, December 13, 1874. He was
Russell A7 Hunt, Kentucky Ag- 81. He was married to Miss Eren
ricultural Extension Service to- Council and to this union three
children were born. One son
bacco specialist.
preeeeded him in death.
Hunt says•
Funeral services were held
"Companies buying burley
tobacco are deeply concerned Friday at 2 p.m. at the Mt. MoThere wasn't an All-American
about the. situation and are def- ?rah Church with the Rev. R.
initely opposed to use of rubber H. Row officiating. Burial was football team picked in 1952
bands in tying up burley tobac- in the church cemetery under that didn't include the name of
co. These companies operating the direction of W. W. Jones and Dick "Little Moe" Modzelewski
of Maryland. He was the finest
on the Kentucky market have Scns Funeral Home.
He leaves his wife, one son, the collegiate ranks had to offer
expressed concern over use of
rubber hands; they have an- Lois Peeples of Battle Creek, at tackle and today he's just
nounced that if they know to- Mich., one daughter, Mrs. George about tops in the pro ranks with
baleco has been tied with rub- McAlister of Wingo and two the New York Giants.
The 25-year-old star will see
ber bands they will not bid on grand -children.
action against the Chicago Cardit when placed on the floor. Furinals at Crump Staduim on FriJ. B. RAFFETT
ther, if they buy it and discovJ. B. Raffety. 62, Fulton paint- day night, Sept. 21. And everyer rubber bands in the tobabcco
after it reaches their plants, er, died of a heart attack Fri- one in the stands will see him,
they will return it to the ware- day afternoon. Sept 7. at 1.45 at for he stands six feet tall and
house where *the tobacco w* Jones Hospital. Mr Raffety had tips the scales at 260 pounds.
"Little Moe" was obtained
gone to work at 1 p.m., putting
sold "
shingles on the horris_of Mr. and during the off season, by the
Mint said cotton twine is rec- Mrs. Clyde Fields on Paschall. Giants to team with big Rooseorrirnsnded to affix tobbacco Shortly after
1, he complained to velt Grier In that combination
leaves to the stick.
ho co-worker, a Mr. Taylor, that the New Yorkers believe they
'he was ill and he was taken to here the best in the National
Jones Hospipl, where he died Football League.
Modzelewski was a standout
about 15 minutes later.
Mr. Raffety was born in Paris, on defense for the Giants when
Zinn., and was the son of the they defeated the Baltimore
late Mr and Mrs. J. C. Raffety, Colts 28-10 in Boston two weeks
He had lived in Martin, T.eguts ago.
The Crump Stadium exhibiuntil he rnoved to Fulton seven
',tars ago.
tion on Sept. 21 is sponsored by
Ile lea es his wife. Mrs. Lu- the Variety Club and
th e
eill. Grissom Raffety; and a sis- Knights of Columbus. Plenty of
ter of Memphis.
good seats are available at the
Funeral services were held Central Ticket Office in Goldst.ociay aftsrnoon at 3. at the smith's and at Crump Stadium.
Cerit al Church of Christ. Bro.
Oliver Cunningham. minister.

61ANTS-CARDS WILL
SHOW STRENGTH IN
MEMPHIS SEPT. 21
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and insist upon a copy of what supplier. If you are paying by
you sign.
check you can make it payable
8. Unless it is a iTy small job to both the supply house and the
get at least three bids on the contractor.
Some 2,000 freshmen and othwork. Be sure all bidders are
er newcomers to the University
estimating on the basis of the
ment on State Line to their love- of
same job band materials.
Tennessee will begin arriving
ly new home in the Country
7. Inspect the job carefully
this week end for the opening of
Club Courts.
when it is finished — just as if
U-T's annual "Freshman Days"
We extend our most sincere
you were paying cash.
on Monday, Sept. 17.
sympathy
to
the
family
of
Mr.
8. Don't sign a completion
The new students, including
certificate until the worLiCeass„Ed Casey, Pilot Oak. Mr. Casey recent high school
graduates as
tirely—oonirsTered" aria- you are was life grandfather of Jimmy well as upperclassmen
transferYates.
completely sstisfied.
ring from other colleges, will
We are happy to have Bobbie be the
9. Be sure that the contractor
vanguard of 7300 to 7500
has paid all of the bills dor Brown back to work after a long students expected
on the Knoxillness.
material used on your house.
ville campus when classes begin
Mrs. Gerald Harrison of De- Sept. 24.
When in doubt check with the
troit, Mich., is visiting her parEnrollment at Memphis, Marents, Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Colntin, and Nashville campuses will
son, for two weeks.
We will miss Zearle Robey in probably swell that total to
our offiee. Zearle is on leave 9,800 or even 10,000, according
to Dean of Admissions R. F..
of absence.
A.2/c Bobby Jackson is home Thomason. Last fall's total was
on emergency leave from Vermont, to attend the bedside of der your Christmas Cards early,
his grandfather, Mr. C. A. Jack- you can contact Mrs. Emma
son in the Riverside Hospital in Hawkins at 215 4th St. or telephone 166.
Paducah.
Mrs. Clearance Oliver is home
from the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Cox were dinA lovely dinner was given in
the honor of bride elect, Miss ner guests of Margaret Walker,
Complete Line
For alt makes of hearing aids!
Sara Ross, Wednesday evening Sunday night.
A
cherry
get
the
well
into
Vis)t our Hearing Ald Departat the home of Mrs. H. P. Allen.
tient at your first opportunity.
The table was decorated with fant son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Mann.
received
surgery in
He
traditional September pom poms.
MIT DRUG CO.
The dinner was served by Mrs. the Baptist Hospital in Mem{Oh Lake Street
Phone 75
Allen and Mrs. Kenneth Pat- phis last week.
Those of you who wish to orrick.
Guest attending were the
honoree,
Miss
Russ,
Mary
Frances Roberts, Joan Owensby, June McKinney, Marion
WONDERFUL new invention now sold here. Free
Oliver, Janie Barber and Carma
SUTHERLAND'S
IMPROVED
Demonstration
Jackson. The hostesses presentTRUSS.
ELIMINATEP
TORTUROUS BULBS,
ed Miss Ross with two pieces
BELTS & STRAPS—No side or hip pressure—The
of her chosen crystal.
latest Scientific answer for reducible hernia. GuarLittle visitors
our office
anteed never to break, rust or lose tension—No laslast week were Beverly Bizzle
tic- -No Leather—No Odors.
and Kathy Bell.
Sara Ross visited her sister in
Sold Exclusively In Fulton by us
Tupelo, Miss one day last week.
Helen and Wilburn
Allen
have moved from their apart-

9,442.
The bulk of the new students
at Knoxville will be freshmen.
Coming from all over the state,
they will be introduced to the
University and its traditions,
deans, student leaders, and
varied offerings in a series of
meetings and parties leading up
to registration on Wednesday afternoon alid Thursday. Tests and
physical examinations also will
be a part of the orientation period.
Upperclassmen register Thursday afternoon, Friday, and Saturday morning.

The rate of automobile accidents is declining, a survey recently made indicates. The motorist taking to the road, faces
a smaller threat than ever before in history of becoming involved in a serious accident.

You'll Need it
BEFORE LONG
Get it NOW!
Immediate Delivery;
all sizes on Hand.
order yours today.

in

We Bring The Mill
To Your Farm!

Wog
NOM
)
SPACE
THE ROOM
FROM ACROSS
TV
ZENITH
OPERATES YOUR
NO
oiNO FLASHUGHTS1
CORDS,

IT'S MAGIC!
NOTHING BETWEEN YOU AND THE SET BUT SPACE

Our "on-the-farm" feed service mixes your avorite
formulas...from your home-grown ingredients...right
Save money on the cost of feed—yet make fresh

favorite formulas or we can recommend tried and

mixed feeds available to your poultry and livestock all year round. Here's all you do:

• Deoe't touch the receiver
... relax across the room
... arid push a button
Talr• the Spoce-Cornmond control box with you
onywher• in the room.It ontwe,s ynt,, %dent commands. Op•r•trts your Zenith TV ...khou t cords,
Wires. flashlights or Foch° control wove,

Telephone us or drop us a postcard and we bring

It's as easy for our mill-on-wheels to blend in

a complete mill-on-wheels right to your farmyard.

molasses as it is for a-duck to swim—in any kind

Using your own home-grown ingredients—any-

of weather. Remember—adding molasses to low-

thing from corn cobs to hay—we grind and mix

cost feeds gives results in weight increases equal

your feed right before your eyes. Use your own

to chose obtained from high-cost grain.

Our Mobile Mill has a corn sheller, and we can shell your
right from crib for grinding and mixing.

corn
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a very enjoyabe trip.

• PLEASANT VIEW
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny HazelMrs. George Elliott • wood spent the Labor Day week

MOST RESERVISTS
aughn•
Mrs. Harvey
Clean Lamps Often for Best Results LIKE 6-MONTH DEAL

•CHESTNUT GLADE I

Dairy Barns Need Good

per cent said they were glad
they enlisted and 80 per cent
said they would recommend the
program to others when they
returned home.

The Chestnut Glade PT-A met
Friday night with a large atMore than 90 per cent of the
Mr.
and
end in Memphis visiting
SATELLITES
tendance. New officers were
volunteers for Army Reserve
Morrison.
Billy
Mrs.
alfine
delivered
Brooks
Bro. Wall
elected at this time. Mrs.
From
sir
to ten artificial
six-month
duty
training
active
Bill Clark of St. Louis recent- Oliver, president: Mrs. George
message to the congregation at
under the Reserve Forces Act of earth satellites will be launched
ly spent 3 weeks with Mr. and Mac
vice-president;
Terrell,
1955 say they are. more than by the United States by the end
Pleasant View Sunday
Mrs. Bill Brown.
Mrs. Frank • Parrish, secretary
of 1958, the Conference of Inglad
they joined the program.
Jackson
Ernest
Mrs.
The W.M.U. met at the
and
Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Wilkins, treasurternational
Geophysical Year
This
conclusion
was
reached
Hento
church in the regular meeting and children motored
er. Plans were made for the
in a recent survey conducted by was recently told The operation
derson, Ky., Sunday to visit Mr. General Field Day and Comon Saturday afternoon with most
"4the Department of Army among would be for scientific obserand Mrs. Florian Criss. It was munity Fair.
of the members present. A good
550 trainees who completed their vance purposes and all forty
visit.
enjoyable
an
meeting was held with the new
countries participating in the
Mrs: Em Griffin was distraining in May.
Mrs. Jasper Elliott
Mr.
and
officers in charge. They are:
International Geophysical Year
missed from the hospital Tuesvery
Labor
enjoyable
Day
had
a
Under the Reserve Forces Act, program
Margaret Holt, president; Mollie
would be free to obday. She is slowly improving at
Mrs.
weekend
Mr.
and
visiting
young men 17-1/4 may sign up
vice-president;
Simpson,
Bet
serve the working of the satelthe home of her daughter. Mrs.
Raymond
Fort
Disque
Wayqe,
of
for
six-months
active
duty
Army
Hilda Gargis, secretary; Madge
lites after they are aloft.
Mignone Morrison.
training, then are returned to
McNett, treasurer; Magdalene Indiana.
Miss
Doris
Rowlett
who
Martha
is
Thomas
is
their
on
.
hometown
reserve
the
sick
unit
for
Jackson,
program
_chairman;
God will bless the work of
seven. and a_ halt years. particiMaurine Thomas, community' list and was unable to attend employed in Chicago spent the
holiday, week end with homepation to complete their military your hearts and hands
mission chairman; Fannie El- church Sunday.
folks. She visited Mr. and Mrs. !PAM LIGHTING DIFFERS—bars's barn with Bush-type ceiling light% obligation.
Ronnie Wall is also sick.
liott, literary chairman; Agnes
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Hadel- Harvey, Sunday afternoon. She
The training program consists
Wilkinson, steivrtship chairBy IRA MILLER
will enter David Lipscomb Col.
of two months -1saeic Infantry
man; Martha Tfie7las and Cappie wood are enjoying a new T.V.
?'arm
Electrification
Bur
41011
lege soon for her senior year.
training two months advanced
Bowlin, special prayer chairHarvey Vaughan was very
Good lighting is something that
individual training and two
TN tflAY1A6
POISONING KILLS
men; Sara Wall, mission study
in MO
disturbed in June 1955 when he few of us take- seriously enough
vatoorralICHINIHMHINIMW,
months specialized unit training.
awe
chairman.
Accidental
poisoning
kills lost his Elgin pocket watch while Maybe we just get accustomed to
AU MATIC
Of the 550 RFA trainees, 92
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Lamb and more young children than polio, working on the farm after hav- squinting In poor light. More to the
.
WASHER
point,
ni
however, is the fact that we
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Brown recent- diptheria and scarlet fever com- ing used it daily for more than
.were shocked at his sudden death
ly motored to Greenville. Missis- bined, writes Selwyn James in 15 years. A few days ago Jack don't think how much faster and
Thursday afternoon although he
sippi to visit Millie Clark and the September Reader's Digest. Pogue found the watch in a better we could work if there was
/es
more light on our work.
1
had been in ill health several
son. Walter Clark. They reported To reduce this toll, 33 American pasture field. When it was
Dairy barns, particularly, need
cities have established Poison
weeks his going was a shock ..,ow down illymentill2A_wvek
wound-up it runs as if it had not proper illumination it farmers are
Control Centers. The Centers are been
to his family and friends. He and Easy Terns --to maintain • high -degree of cleanliout
in
the
weather
for
Accurate
ness
sources of information on "what about
spot those injuries to cows AND HERE—another farmer sae* Waves
his wife, Mrs
Ruby
fourteen months. Doubtless whichand
fluorescent lamps,
might not be discovered othto do" in almost every conceivCasey, two children, Boyd and BENNETT ELECTRIC
it has l'een covered,..0y water erwise. Lighting installations are a
WORKMANSHIP
able kind of poisoning.
!li
Opal. Our sympathy goes out
ratite.
Many times. The. jeweler rematter of preference. Some farmers mittee says about dairy barns, tot
At Low Cost
ported it none the worse ex- prefer ordinary incandescent bulbs. example. Install one lighting outlet to them in their sorrow.
No man ever sank under the cept dry for oil. This is just Others like flush type fixtures. such for every 2 or 3 stalls on center lin*
Watches, Clocks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accuburden of the day. It is when as hard for Harvey to believe as those shown above ... or fluores- of litter alley, or slightly off center
rately Repaired at Low Cost tomorrow's burden is added to as it is for anyone else as he cent lamps, like those in Use barn if necessary to clear manure loader.
In the feed alley, Install on* lighting/
to the right.
by—
the burden today, that the had long since giver up all
Whichever type of lamp you in- outlet every 10 to 15 feet on center
weight is more than a man can hopes of ever finding the watch stall,
base your selection on_getting line. Wiring installations for cacti
ANDREWS
bear.
much less in runtling condition. the most out of your lighting system. alley should be individually conJewelry Company
Mr. and Mrs. George Thomas Also consider the kind that you will trolled by their own wall switches,
Go to Church Sunday!
.O1M11•111.
and family from Arkansas vis- clean regularly. Dust-covered lamps These recommendations are for
as incandescent lamps For fluorescent
ited Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Thomas cut down on your ability to see
well as you should. To help guide lamps, the outlets should be located
other
relatives here last
and
You don't have to look this
farmers in determining their light- to suit the installation planned.
Sunday.
WHY DELAY TV
ing requirements, the Industry Com- Proper lighting on the job and on
hard to see why Parisian
Mr. Henry Parrish from Nash- mittee on Interior Wiring Design the path leading to the fob is • fortis
REPAIRS?
ville visited his sister. Mrs. Jen- has drawn up some worthwhile rec- of insurance against accidents that
Laundry is tops in Laundry
ommendations. Here's what the Com. no farmer can be without
nie Brundige last week end.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Killeand Cleaning! Just phone 14
Why try to watch a TV
brew and Steve and Mrs. Minnie Stewart are visiting relaIcor.
set that is dim, distorted,
tives in Chicago for a few days. •
DUKEI)OM RT. 2
Mr and Mis. Virgil Rowland
Mrs. Crittendon is substituting
Mrs. JO% re T.1% tor • left for their home o Detroit
out of focus, when a
for Mrs. Stewart at the school
Monday after visiting their parphone call to us will
lunch room.
son and other relatives and
The weather has been cool
Edward Pate who is with the
bring expert service in
air force stationed in Alabama just like fall the last few days. friends the last two weeks.
The friends of Mr Ed Casey
spent a few days recently with but is warming up some now.
a hurry!
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
homefolki7
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Clark and Mrs. Roy Emerson were Mr.
have moved to the Tom Brann and Mrs., Robert Emerson and
Bob of Wingo and Mr and Mrs.
place.
Norman Crittenden and girls.
306 MAIN STREET
Rev. and Mrs Lewis of Fulton
Forty-seven n e w industries
FULTON
PHONE 307
have lgcated in the State during and JoAnn Celtharp had supper Sunday ,night with Mr. and
the first six months of 1956.
Mrs. John T Fuqua and Darrell.
Mr. and Mrs. W W. Brann
called to see her sister, Miss
Emma Carr, late Sunday Miss
Carr fell and hurt her leg Sunday momma.
Mrs. Addle Casey. Mr. T. C.
House and Mrs. Pearl Carr are
feeling better at this time
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Eudy
and children of Millington spent
Saturday night with her parents. Mr and Mrs. A. A. McGuire. Sunday visitors were
Mr. and Mrs Louis Jones. Mr.
and Mrs Wilson McGuire and
boys iirrri Mr and Mrs. Doyle
Finley and son.
Mr and Mrs. Virgil Rowland,
Mr. W. L Rowland and Allie
were Tuesday guests or Mr. and
Mrs. Oliver Taylor.
Gary Crawford visited his sister, Margaret Crawford, Sunday
afternoon.
$400 A WEEK
Sunday visitors of Mrs. Lela
AFTER SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
Casey and Exie were. Mr. and
Mrs. Suirtman Casey. -Mr. and
Mrs. Archie Fuller, Mr. and Mrs.
THE ADAMS: 21 -inch'
Leon McBee and girls. Mr. and
Table Model with thrilling
Mrs. Charlie Warren and boys,
"Sculptured Styling" . . .
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Vinson
simplified "Tip-Top-Frontand Phil. Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
N
Yates, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver TayTuning". . . Space-Saving
LI101
lor, Mrs. Warren and Joyce TayAluminized Picture Tube
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Election Year Special At
BENNETT SPORTS CENTER
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Presidential line 21" TV At 17" Price

THE "ADAMS"
MY '16995
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. . . PRECISIONEERED
quality and dependability.
Mahogany Finish. (Swivel
Base optional)
•()wall rube awgunal
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YOU SAW
IT ON THE
PRESIDENTIAL
CONVENTIONS
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Now See it At The Sports Center
21" AT

17" Price
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KNOW THAT
you can rent
a new

NECCHI
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E-Z
Terms

Watch BENNETT SPORTS CENTER Who Says
Watch WESTINGHOUSE For Better Bargains
IN TELEVISION and RADIOS

BENNETT SPORTS CENTER
MAIN STREET

rtly„

the
I eg
Th
in

PHONE 111

$100
only

A

WEEK

Pot PUP siesseassrettee ten er visit

BLACK & WHITE

Charlie Scates Stores
315 LINDELL
MARTIN, TENN.
PHONE 404

2.16 CHURCH STREET
FULTON, KY.
PHONE 389

B.F.Goodrich

STORE
UNION CITY, TENN.
Phone 36 or 567

dIMMIM

ey were glad
80 par cent
ecommend the
when they

8
ten artificial
11 be launched
tes by the end
erence of Inhysical Year
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ientific obsernd all tingy
ating in the
physical Year
e free to obof the satele aloft
the work of
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251 BEAUTIFUL

WOMEN

Though he painted pictures of
250 beautiful women, Jean
some
A & P Offers Defense Baptiste
Camille Corot, the great
"Emergency Food. Kit" French artist, never married, recalls Malcolm Vaughan in Read"Grandman's Pantry" emer- er's Digest for September.
gency food kit is featured by A
P Food Stores as a public
Laughter is the corrective
service contribution to National force which prevents us from beWeek.
Defense
Civil
coming cranks.—Henri Bergson.
The "Grandma's Pantry" package, developed by the Faeral
Civil Defense Administration, is
on display in A dc P Food stores
this week.
The package would provide
sufficient food to last one person
for seven days in a Civil DeInsurance and Real Estate
fense emergency. The amounts
For Best Service in Fire
may be decreased by one-fourth
for children, CD authorities said,
and Automobile Insurance
and canned baby foods are subSEE
stituted for Infants.

Mr John Farabough is spending a few days with Mr. and
Doing the family wash is too and hung in the shade. The sec- Mrs. J. B. Sanders.
hard, and too important, 'to be ond group was washed fifty
Mr and Mrs. 011ie Yates visdependent on the weather. No times and these were dried in
ited
Mr. and
Mrs. Pressie
in
dry
clothes
matter how you
the Electric clothes dryer. Four
and family Sunday.
the winter time, if you don't important facts Were obtained Moore
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Byrd and
have an electric dryer it's a mes- through this 'test: I. Dryer dried Mrs. Ella
Veatch were Sunday
job. Out in the yard there's garments smelled just as sweet
visitors of Mr. .and Mrs. Verlie
rain
and
soot
and
dirt
as
is
and
2.
There
those line-dried.
wind
Byrd and Roy.
or the. threat of it. The only no difference in shrinkage beMrs. Pearl Cooper and Mrs.
thing better about the basement tween the two methods of dry- Nettie Lou Copelen ,and girls
or attic is that the rain won't ing clothes. 3. Tensile strength spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
reach the clothes Why not do tests proved that dryer-dried A. E. Green.
away with all these difficulties clothes last longer. 4. Dryer.
Mrs. J. R. Elliott spent a few
by getting an electric dryer? dried colored fabrics stayed new days in Fulton this week.
Then you can do your laundry looking. Colored fabrics lineMr. Oscar Finch spent Sunday
when you want to, dry the cloth- dried in the shade _showed no- with his sister, Mrs. Julia Byrd.
es faster, brighter, fluffier. - -Iteeslare riding.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hurd and
For years, women have beThis test also proved that ev- children were Saturday night
Joys are our wings: sorrows
lieved that the only way to dry ery day was a perfect drying supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. our spurs.—Jean Richter
clothes was to hang them out day 'with your electric cloThet Elmoore Copelen and family.
doors on a clothes lire in a dryer.
bright, sunny, warm day. They
MANY DIE ON HIGHWAYS
-- —
think their 'clothes require fresh
BUSINESS WOMEN'S CIRCLE
More Americans have died in
air and surethinr. The Home NO. 2 MET
LAST TUESDAY
accidents since 1900
highway
Mansat
Institute
Economics
than in all U. S. wars, according
field, Ohio, *inducted an exThe Business Women's Circle to Reader's Digest for Septemperiment to explore this theory. No. 2 of the First Baptist Church
ber. The eight wars since 1757
The test consisted of purchas- met in the home of Miss Tom- have taken a toll of 1,130,393
Tuesday
Nell
of
Gates,
washable
evemie
groups
ing two
American lives while highway i
fabrics, shirts, sheets, towels, ning, September 4th, 1956, at accidents since 1900 have killedi
house dresses and children's 7.30 p.m. for its regular month- a total of 1,149,414.
clothes, for a typical family of ly meeting.
(cur. One group was washed in
The meeting was opened with
the automatic washer fifty times prayer by Miss Mary Anderson,
followed with the reading of the
minutes and treasurer's report
CAYCE BOMEMAKERS
by the secretary and treasurer,
ELECT (wricFRs FOR
Mrs. Betty lieltsley. Miss Glenda
THE NEW YEAR
Bone presided over the business
The Cayce Hometnakers met session.
recently for their August meetMrs. Jewell Myatt gave the
ing in the home of Mrs. Guy devotional taken from Isaiah 6:7
Johnson in Cayce Mrs. W. B. and Matthew 10:16-24. Mrs. Ruth
Sowell gave an inspirational de- Hinkle presented an interesting
votional and read the thought program regarding young peofor the month.
ple and their work taken from
The following officers were the Royal Service.
year.
elected for the coming
The hostess served ice cream
They are as follows: President— and cake to ten members
Miss Alice Sowell; Vice-President. Mrs Roy Cruce:' Secretary and Treasurer, Mrs. Par- IMMIGRANTS MAKES GOOD
England
Immigrants f rum
nell Carrigan. Citizenship. Mrs.
inSamuel Holly; Publicity Chair- founded many of America's
Parnell Garrigan; dustrial companies. reports Alman, Mrs
Lyle bert Q Maisel m the September
Reading Chairman. Mrs
Reader's Digest/ Among them
Shuck.
After the business session, were Robert lloe, who started
Henry
Mrs Johnson showed some in- the printing press firm.
%AK' Taking pioneer:
the
Disitton,
collectshe
that
rocks
teresting
Skinner,
ed on her recent trip lo South London -born William
founder of silk satin mills. and
Dakota.
aker
Several games were played William Colgate, a candle-m
who staio-d
and songs were sung The next from Hollingbourn.
soap C1411.
meeting will be at the Cayce one of the biggiro / '
0110
pews
September
Church.
Methodist
27. at 2 o'clock with Mrs. Roy
Time to WFUI. for local News
Cruce a NAOS+. ,

Charley Stephenson

At the Capitol Plaza—a hotel of unusual
charm located opposite the Union Station
Plma. Noted for its genuine hospitality,
comfortA ce accommodations, and for its
unusual food. Parking Lots and near by
Garage facilities. Radio in every room.
Air-conditioned guest rooms available,
300 modern rooms from $3

DODGE HOTEL
WASHINGTON, D.C.
Managing Director
HENRY J. LEMANSKI. General Manager

E. .1. HARMS-,

_LONE OAK CLUB HAS
LESSON ON -LAUNDRY"
The Lone Oak Club met at
the Center, Wednesday, for the
refutet meeting of the month.
The President, Mrs. Bethell was
in charge The sort! "Whispering Hope." was sung by th..
group The Devotional, by Joy( 4.
Brown and the Club Creed was
read by the members Roll call
was answered by quoting • Hi
ble verse. Minutes of the last
meeting read and approved. The
treasurer gave hi.r report. Old
arid new business was discussed,
with the vice-president presiding. The following Project leader's reports were given: Home
management — Valda Puckett,'
Reading—Winnie Cunningham.
The recreation leader, Joyce .
Brown, presented "The letter
game" contest. Winners were I
Bola Bailey and Winnie Cunningham.
Miss Odom was present and
gave the program on "laundry,"
which contained much information to the club members.

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
207 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 35

from the private stock of a man who still
practices the art of distilling fully matured,
truly Authentic Kentucky Bourbon!

Free Dividends
ON THE MONEY YOU SPEND

with TINY BONDS
Tiny Bonds is a saving plan for your family
will
purchases. With each 25c purchase you
be given one "Tiny Bond." with

a

50c pur-

chase two "Tiny Bonds," etc. Paste

them

ti
•LArREN'S

be
filled bring to our store and you will
given $1.00 in merchandise of your own
selection, a cooperative —
the
plan which adds purchasing power to
dollars you spend.

TINY BONDS MAKE YOUR DOLLARS
FOR LESS
GO FARTHER

• 90 Proof
8 Years Old
Whiskey
Bourbon
Kentucky Straight

. 1?1
1;
.:(1))
1301

A, Stm

lk".14°

100 Proof
•
8 Years Old
Whiskey
Bottled-in-Bond

CLASSIFIED ADS

• Hampton Predicts

IALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
RENT A NEW TYPEWRITER
or Adding Machine. Rental
applies on purchase. Harvey
Caldwell Co, Drive-In Office
Outfitters, Corner Walnut &
Plain Streets. Phone 67t
FOR SALE — One McCormick
Deering Corn Binder, almost
new. Call 345, Fulton or see
Croft at Webb's Machine Shop.
..-POWELL..and ELIDE Shoe Repair of&rs you prompt, accurate service at moderate cost.
204 Church Street, Fulton.
SPECIAL—Regular $5.95 "Cushion" Robe Football blanket
(with carrying case). Special,
long
as they last, $1.98.
Charlie Scates Store, Church
Street, Fulton.
WELLS DRILLED for industry
and homes. Modern equipment, experienced workmen.
Write or call Watson Co.,
Phone 261, Fulton. Ky.
10% DISCOUNT on all remnant
size Gold Seal Linoleum in
stock.
Exchange
Furniture
Company, 207 Church Street,
Fulton.

PURCHASE PROVES PROWESS-4H Club members from the
Purchase section of
the state won five of the eight class
championships at the giant Junio
r dairy show
Of the Kentucky State Fair Saturday
and also had grand, Junior
and senior champion animals. Pictured, froin the left,
Billy Burnette, Don Colli
er, Dickie Collier.
Burnette animal shown by Ray
Bruce and Lillie May Harr
ison. Burnette had
grand apd senior champ, Miss Harr
ison, the junior champion.
(Photos by Bob
Grogan, FFA
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Union City eleven and in doing
sc revealed one of the most de- night, but the Yellowjackets are' team has taste
d the sweetness
ceptive quarterbacks this re- strong. Perhaps later in the year 40
victory, but the Pantheis to
porter has seen in many a moon. this one would be different and
all out for this one
He is Bennie Cavendar, a small perhaps it will be anyway. It
135 pounder who broke both his will be a good contest all .the
ruuroN 20, SHARON 6. The
arms in sports last year In ad- way. Greenfield lost their open- local
s are no patsies this seadition to Cavendar, halfback er- to Halls 6-0 then bounced son.
Coach Charles Thomas has
Lester Morris is a potential All- back to whip Martin 19-13 and his
team in fine shape and looked
appear to be as strong as last
Stater.
very impre
PADUCAH TILGHMAN 20, season. NO matter which team over Padussive in winning 14-7
cah Tilghman's "B"
is
the
victo
r, this is the game team._ Quar
MEMPHIS TECH 14. Tilghman.,
terback David Holsuffered heavily at graduation that you will want to witness
land and Halfback Joe Dallas
Upset Specials
time and have an un-tried squad.
are capable of playing on anyDREUtEN 13,. MUNFORD 7. body's ball team
biit Will come from. behind in
mad plenty will.
the last quarter with a mighty
Munford has been established come. from this pair between
effort.
as the favorite because of its now and November. Here is
a
past performances; chiefly their team that will imptove
In Tennessee
with
GLEASON OVER ALAMO. In 18-6 win over Halls, but Dres- each game.
a breeze for the Bulldogs.
den certainly is no pushover
Well that does it for this week.
BROWNSVILLE
OVER and gets our choice in this big With
a strong neck and a dull
HALLS The Tomcats to remain one.
undefeated in the Big 12 at least
liEXINGTON 7, BRUCETON guillotine perhaps we will survive. Just bear in mind that
for the time being.
the
6. This is the game of the year ball
-takes funny bounces. In our
UNION CITY OVER HUM- for these two teams
BOLDT. The Tornadoes smarting hills-ranking. Both . Both are hats off department we have
have veteran Coaches Donald
from their defeat will bounce squads. Our
Nelson and
vote is cast for the Merles Thom
as; two victories
back into the win column in Tigers.
in
one
week
is a treat achievetheir first Big 12 game.
MARTIN 7, MILAN 0. Neither merit
PARIS GROVE OVER HUNTINGDON. Both teams are bette
r
than last season withGrove the
most improved.
TRENTON OVER JACKSON.
Trenton looked good in comi
ng
from behind to down Dyersbur
g
last week and Jackson is suffe
ring from their defeat at
the
hands of Corinth, Miss.
NEWBERN OVER RIDGELY.
Th Choctaws finally find a push
overRidgely headed for
anoth.
_ or dismal season.
GREENFIELD
13, SOUTH
,FULTON 6. This is the game
of
the week on the homefront and
will begin at 8:00 Friday night.
Coach
Donald
Nelson h a a
brought South Fuiton out of the
doldrums and the team is much
improved as proven by their
win over Ridgely 33-6 Friday

dt stamina for the lilt. Pill

Purchase and West Kentucky district
FOR RENT: Floor sanding masupervisor.)
chine and electric floor polish(Courtcisy Paducah Sun-Democrat
er and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co. NOW
YOU CAN Drive in Park STOVEPIPE, elbo
Phone 35, Church Street.
ws, dampers,
and Buy your office supplies
stove boards, etc. Exchange
CLOSEOUT — Linoleum a n d
Furniture
and equipment. Harvey CaldCompany,
20 7
plastic blocks, only 10c, 14c,
Church Street, Fulton.
well
Co.,
Driv
e-an
Offic
e
Outand 15c per block while prefitters, New 1,ocatioar, corner
CARD OF THANKS
sent stock lasts. Exchange
Purchase 4-H Club and FFA
Walnut &
Plain
The family of Mrs. Garrett
Streets.
Furniture
Company,
20 7
Phone 674.
Browder wishes to express their members found the splendor of
Church Street, Fulton.
deepest appreciation for t h e the new state fair grounds at
Louisville to their particular likMAYTAG WASHERS, standard FOR SALE. — One McCormic many expressions
of kindness ing
k
and automatic models. $129.95
Saturday as they fought
Deering Coro Binder, almost and sympathy during her illne
ss
their ways to championships if!
and up. Sales and service.
new. Call 345, Fulton or see and death.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
the 517-head junior dairy show.
Croft at Webb's Machine Shoo.
Ethel Browder
•MO
4-H'ers won five of the eight
Lewis and Lynn
Jersey classes in addition to Bill Wilmurth's
FARM FOR SALE — 40 acres
Death
showing the grand champion,
good land, with housse. LoSaddens West Kentucky
senior champion and
cated in Graves County, Ky.,
junior
Funeral services were held
chimpion. FFA members from
on milk route, school bus
FARM LOANS
this Western section of the state, Monday at the Hopkins and
route. Two miles from Dukealthough topping none of the Brown Funeral Home in Clinton,
dom, Tenn.. on gravel road; 1
Long Terms-classes, were close on the heels for Bill Wilmurth. 20-year
mile north of State Line high-old
of ttieir younger rural neighbors polio victim who died in a
way. Write: Mrs. Kathleen
-Easy Payments
Pawith second and third place ani- ducah hospital Saturday after
Golden, Box 22, Homewood,
a
bort.
mals
illnes
in nearly all the classes.
Illinois.
s The Rev John
Weir
Burnette Unwed
officiated
ATKINS, HOLMAN
MAN OR WOMAN—$400 monthYoung Wilmurth became ill
YOU WAIT
Young Billy Burnette of Fulon
ly spare time—Be your own
ton was unal.ved by his regal Monday and was removed to
Is more than just a catch
the
boss—Refilling and collecting
hospi
tal
on
the
surroundings as he paraded his
following
AND FIELDS
Do non-stop plowing . . . all
OTHER INTERNATIONAL
phrase here! From heel caps
money from our five cent
aged Jersey cow to grand champ- day
day . . . turn 10 to 15', more
EXCLUSIVES
300
to
He
complete
High
leave
Grad
s
sole-and -heel
his parents. Mr and
e Nut machines in
ionship, senior
championship
ground with the International
•Pase-Filleeb for secorde'obs, all repair work is done
this area. No Selling' To
and first blue honors Lilly May Mrs Leonard WiLmurth. of Win—Insurance300
Utility tractor and excluwadi
swiss:
aim,
eili
go.
in a minimum of time . .
Route I
qualify for work you must
Harrison, Graves County's out.
latplem••••
sive Torque Amplifier that
with maximum attention paid
have a car. references, $640
standing farrnerette, showed the ; Bill was a piano player and
•11+0.•511k 'trim-Tow&
boosts pull-power up to 45%
to quality materials a n
cash, secured by inventory.
junior champion_ The diminutive , singer for the Four Star QuarI.. sempliese hydevielle
d
the go, helps you keep going
Mee
on
tet,
workmanship. We'll give new
a
Devoting 6 hours a week to 10P Main St.
well
know
n
seiseeei elf hiapleesasees
Mayfield orblonde showed the senior yearwhen other tractors stall. Try
life to worn shoes!
business, your end on percent•ledeeeeedese pewee Mholing with which she won county ganization.
the tractor that leads its field
..ens be stereo/ es
age collections will net up to
and Purchase shows prior to the olds.
stepped wise**, treater
with up to 1,000 pounds greater
$400 monthly with very good
biggest show of the year BurI. movisal or seassding
Murray Training also did
possibilities of taking over full
WELDING—FABRICATING
built-in weight for strength
nette also topped the field in the self
itsoil
proud in the FFA show
time. Income increasing ac- WAYMATIC REGULATOR two-year-old cow class
and traction! Call for a free
es
ship contest, placing three mancordingly For interview, indemonstration.
of its
COMPANY
Other first place winners were members in
the
cude phone in application.
PHONE 1866
Don Collier with his four-year- men in the state. top five showWrite North American Nut
They were WalElectric—Acetylene
old cow and Dickie Collier with ter Lee Steel
ey, Bobby Meador
Co., 27 Wiliam Street, New
his thref• year-old cow
204 Main
The and Jimmy Thompson. Harl
Fulton
Spot Welding
York 5, N. Y.
and
brothers are from Fulton Coun- Veal of
IMPLEMENT COMPANY
Nicholasville won the
We Specialize In Field Service ty
contest and Billy Hanc
Walnut Street
Phone 15
And Shop Work
ock
of
FFA Resells
South Christian placed
Welders: .
second
Area FFA boys that placed
L.. A. SIMPSON
either second or third in each of
T. J. EASTERWOOD the Jersey class
es were.
Next to
Donald Neville, Wingo. Junior
SONNE MADDEN
calf;: Billy Mayfield, Murray
GARAGE AND DAVIS
Training, senior calf; John Ed
STOCK PEN
Foster, Hazel, junior yearling;
Is Now a Partner in the
Bobby Meador, Murray Training,
"FREEDOM FIGHTERS"
senior yearling; Charles OutThe Army has developed a land, Murray Training, twospecial corps of liberation fight- year-old; and Earl Richardson,
Due to the increasing
need for sound agricultural
erg. to be known as "Freedom Symsonia, three and four-yearThe firm will operate under the man
credit in the
oper
atio
n of successful farming
agement of
Fighters," who, in
wartime,
enterprises and due to the pres
num
ent
ber
would engage in some of the
of
Hic
kman County farmers bein
Say. Spec*, Install a
the following:
g served by this Association,
toughest missions. The duty of
we are employing Mr.
Warren Bard as full-time
these men would be to strike
Field Representative
for Hickman County.
W. S. ATKINS
behind enemy lines.
Mr. Bard is well acquaint
PAUL PUCKETT

OW

PURCHASE 4-H, FFA
STAR AT STATE FAIR

141er
itY P°an
d mistime
t. match

LIKE
elaSHOE
REPAIRING
WHILE

INTERNATIONAL' 300 Utility Tractor

L

ANNOUNCEMENT
MR. JAMES FULLER

PAUL NAILUNG

TO THE FARMERS Of HICKMAN COUNTY:

ATKINS MOTOR SALES

Coleman

TILLMAN ADAMS

JAMES FULLER

ATKINS MOTOR SALES
Lake Street Extension
Fulton, Kentucky

THIS SPINET PIANO, fully
guaranteed,

will

be

payments. Write Credit Mgr.,
Joplin Piano Co., Box 704, Paducah, Ky.

.Hearing
invention...defies detection

Ms the greatest step forward of tha century/ Twenty-five years to perfect ... two
seconds to put on... and nothing to hide.
It's a brand new hearing aid that nobody—
hot even your closest friend — realizes
you're wearing. It has no cords, no ear buttons, and no blobs. There's nothing at all behind your ear,in your hair, or your clothing
Not a gadget promoted to be worn ten different ways. But a super-power electronic
masterpiece you wear one way—the corre
ct

Our wesent representati
ve in Hickman County,
Mr. John P.
Wilson, will continue to
serve both Hickman and
Fult
on Counties
until Mr.
rd has- been trained in the
fundamentals of extending
sound credtt. We feel that
Mr. Wilson has rendered
outstanding
service to the farmers of Hic
kman and Fulton Counties
the past ten
years, and in employing another
Field Representative to serv
e Hickman County we are giving
him additional help in orde
r to lighten
his work load. We appre•iate
the fine cooperation the
farmers of
Hickman County have given Mr.
Wilson and we plan for Mr. Bard
to
carry oh the same policies of
the Association and render
the -same
service that Mr. Wilson has mad
e a part of his job.

Put a nail to wall
carpet of warmth on
your floors
. have
even, steady heat in
lb. farthest corner&
Easy to install, fits
Into the wall between

studs.
•Takes No Roar Spots
• .. Not Even s
Iteghterl
•Circulates Neat
Through Your Noses
•*net low Cast
"Iona Heating" Easy
•Exclusive "NWEconomizer
•DIrectionak liana
Available
•Gas Saying
Ribbon ' turner
•Complete, Wands
Safety Controls
•EASY FHA TEM
3 Years to Pay
Poy As Litt,* As

As manager and dire
ctors of this farmers cooperat
ive lending
agency, we feel that we are
obligated to make the serv
ices of the
Association available to every
eligible farmer in the eight
Purchase
Counties and to employ and trai
n personnel that will spec
ialize in
extending sound farm credit.

We pledge our continued coop
eration with other agri
cultural
agencies serving farmers in Hic
kman County and with other
agencies
extending credit in the county.

Nothing
Down

Respectfully Submitted

TIRE LISTENER
517 Kentucky Ave, Paducah, Ky.

FANTASTIC?
You'll say it's fantastic! Look
•t this tiny micro-sonic mireelle. it weighs only • fraction
of an ounce! Yet its unbelievable efficiency puts back into
your ears th• finest hearing
3,,f) hAve
had Phort of
Naturei's own t

way—at ear level for full-circle hear
ing
where hearing belongs!
This amazing hearing invention is now
made possible by transistors developed
by
Bell Telephone Labs. Defies detection from
front, back and sides, on both men
and
women Restores the joy of natural heari
as no other hearing aid made. Costs ng
than 20 a day to operate Get the full less
story.
Just send coupon!

WALL HEATER

trans-

ferred locally to responsible
party for balance on small

Phone 251

ed with a good many
Hickman County farmers,
having been reared in the
Beelerton Community and having served
as technician for the
Artif
icial Breeders
Association for the past thre
e and one-half years.

Without obligation. plea. mead
fres descriptive liter•ture es tits ta plats wrapper
amazing sew \aspens aid that den. detertiou.
Name
Street_

ACTUAL WI

rit•

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association

GRAHAM
FURNITURE CO
Walnut St.

Phone 185

h',`.1

II

A

Hobbs, Sec.-Treasurer

II illiard, Director
E. B. Mix, Director
It

L. Payne, President
Parnell Garrigan,
Vice-Pres.

Clay Powell, Director
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